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TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL TEST OF A 14% THICK OBLIQUE WING
Robert A. Kennelly, Jr., llan M. Kroo,* James M. Strong, and Ralph L. Carmichael
Ames Research Center
SUMMARY
An experimental investigation was conducted in the NASA Ames 11- by 1 l-Foot Transonic
Wind Tunnel as part of the Oblique Wing Research Aircraft program to study the aerodynamic
performance and stability characteristics of a 0.087-scale model of an F-8 airplane fitted with an
oblique wing designed by Rockwell International, _e aspect ratio 10.3, straight-tapered wing of
0.14 thickness/chord ratio was tested at two differen_t mounting heights above the fuselage. Addi-
tional tests were conducted to assess low-speed behavior with and without flaps, aileron effective-
ness at representative flight conditions, and transonic drag divergence with 0 ° wing sweep.
Longitudinal stability data were obtained at sweep angles of 0 °, 30 °, 45", 60 °, and 65 °, at Mach
numbers ranging from 0.25 to 1.40. Test Reynolds number varied from 3.2 to 6.6 ¥ 106/ft. Angle of
attack ranged from -5 ° to +18". Most data were taken at zero sideslip, but a few runs were made at
sideslip angles of +5 °.
The raised wing position proved detrimental overall, although side force and yawing moment
were reduced at some conditions. Maximum lift coefficient with the flaps deflected was found to fall
short of the value predicted in the preliminary design document. The performance and trim charac-
teristics of the present wing are generally inferior to those obtained for a previously tested wing
designed at Ames.
INTRODUCTION
An F-8 fighter aircraft model fitted with an oblique wing was tested in the NASA Ames 11- by
11-Foot Transonic Wind Tunnel during July 1988. The wing was designed by Rockwell Interna-
tional under the Oblique Wing Research Aircraft (OWRA) program (Contract NAS2-12229,
Report NA-87-1033 (draft)), Simplicity of manufacture was among the design objectives in order to
limit the cost of the proposed flight vehicle. Test conditions included Mach numbers from 0.25 to
1.40 and wing sweep angles from 0 ° to 65 °. Unit Reynolds number varied from 3.2 to 6.6 ¥ 106/ft
for most of the runs.
One of the primary test objectives was to determine whether an elevated pivot design would
reduce side force and yawing moment, as had been observed by Rockwell in low-speed tests.
*Dept. of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Stanford University, Stanford,Calif.
Therefore, two wing pivot heights were tested. Although the primary emphasis of the test was upon
the transonic and low supersonic characteristics of these two configurations in pitch, several other
studies were done. Low-speed behavior was investigated both for the clean wing and with landing
flaps deflected, and aileron effectiveness was measured for a range of Mach numbers and sweep
angles. A few runs were devoted to varying sideslip angle and dynamic pressure. Complete results
for the Rockwell-designed wing are presented in this report, with essentially no analysis. An index to
the data figures is included.
A second wing of comparable size but differing in leading-edge sweep, pivot location, and airfoil
section was designed at NASA Ames and has also been tested. A brief comparison of the two
designs is presented in the appendix. Detailed results and analysis for the Ames wing are the subject
of a report to be published.
NOMENCLATURE
The reference axis systems and sign conventions used are illustrated in figure 1 (of the quantities
illustrated, only those actually used in the test are defined in the list that follows). Lift and drag are
presented in the stability-axis system, and the other forces and moments are presented in the body-
axis coordinate system. The reference values of parameters b, c, and S used for the force and
moment coefficients are given in table I; they are identical to those used in several previous tests














wing root chord (unswept)
drag coefficient, drag/qS
lift coefficient, lift/qS
maximum lift coefficient as angle of attack is increased past stall
rolling moment coefficient, rolling moment/qSb
pitching moment coefficient, pitching moment/qSc
yawing moment coefficient, yawing moment/qSb













Cartesian coordinate along axis parallel to model centerline; positive downstream
Cartesian coordinate along wing span perpendicular to centerline; positive to the fight
Cartesian coordinate vertical from model centerline; positive upward
Greek symbols
0t angle of attack referenced to fuselage centerline (deg)
13 sideslip angle (deg)
A sweep angle of the wing in the horizontal plane, measured between the (straight) lead-
ing edge of the wing and a perpendicular to the body axis; positive indicates fight tip
forward (deg)







low pivot (denoted L in data plots)






The wing was mounted on a 0.087-scale model of an F-8 fighter-type aircraft as shown in fig-
ure 2. The fuselage, empennage, and ventral fins were similar to those of the Ames-Dryden F-8C
Digital-Fly-by-Wire testbed vehicle, except that the model's engine inlet was faired over. In addi-
tion, the wing was mounted above the fuselage. The wing was tapered, with a straight leading edge
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and forward-swept trailing edge. The wing aspect ratio was approximately 10.3 in the unswept posi-
tion. Lofting of the wing surface was linear from root to tip. The airfoil section was SC (2)-0714,
designed at NASA Langley for a lift coefficient of 0.70 at Mach 0.735 (ref. 1). A sketch of the airfoil
and its normalized coordinates are given in figure 3. There was no twist between wing root and tip.
The horizontal and vertical tail surfaces had NACA 65A006 airfoil sections and a 45 ° swept quarter-
chord line. The horizontal tail was mounted at 0 ° incidence relative to the fuselage centerline. Perti-
nent dimensions of the wing, fuselage, and tail are given in table 1.
The wing bank angle, 0 ° with the wing unswept, was 10° (fight tip down) with 65 ° sweep,
viewed along the long axis of the fuselage. The pivot axis inclination was 7.894 ° forward and 5.0 ° to
the right. This choice of axis tilt yields the desired wing bank angle at 65 ° sweep and results in a
section angle of attack of zero at both 0 ° and 65 ° sweep.
Both high and low mounting positions were used, and the wing could be swept 0 °, 30 °, 45 °, 60 °,
or 65 °. The high pivot had a fairing around the mounting post, as shown in figure 4, whereas a short
section of the post was left exposed with the wing in the low position. The flaps, plain deflectable
segments extending from 34.3% to 65.1% semispan and hinged at x/c = 70%, could be deflected 30 °
(positive downward). A second pair of flaps located closer to the fuselage was not available for low-
speed use. The aileron surfaces were of similar design and were located outboard of the flaps, from
65.1% to 92.1% semispan. Installation photographs of the model in the wind tunnel, with the wing
mounted on the low pivot, are presented in figure 5.
To ensure consistent boundary layer transition, a row of (nominal) 0.0054-in.-raised dots was
placed at 10% x/c from the leading edge on the upper and lower wing surfaces. The dots were of
approximately 0.045-in. diameter and were spaced 0.100 in. center to center. Strips of 0.0058-in.-
diameter grit, 0.10 in. wide, were glued onto the tail and in a ring 1.0 in. from the nose of the fuse-
lage. The sizes of the dots and of the grit were calculated to induce transition on the unswept wing at
a tunnel Reynolds number of 3.3 x 106/ft.
TEST FACILITY
The tests were conducted in the Ames Research Center 11- by 11-Foot Transonic Wind Tunnel,
part of the Unitary Plan Wind Tunnel system. The tunnel is a closed-circuit, continuous-flow facility
capable of operation at stagnation pressures of 0.5 to 2.25 atm, corresponding to unit Reynolds num-
bers of 1.5 x 106/ft to 9.4 x 106/ft. The Mach number is variable from 0.25 to 1.40. The test section
has ventilated walls, floor, and ceiling, permitting testing through the transonic range.
TEST PROCEDURE AND DATA REDUCTION
The model was supported by a sting through the base of the fuselage, and forces and moments
were measured by an internally mounted six-component electrical strain gauge balance selected for
its high rolling moment capacity. The 2.5-in. Mark XXA balance capacities are 4000 in.-lb in roll,
and600lb of axial force. Using measured values of sting cavity pressure, the balance data were
adjusted to a condition corresponding to free-stream static pressure on the base of the model.
The reference area for the aerodynamic coefficients was 326.97 in. 2, corresponding to a nominal
full-scale planform area of 300 ft 2. The chord and span reference values used for pitching and
rolling/yawing moments were also the same as in the test of the Ames-designed wing (see table 1).
The moment center was located on the model centerline, aligned longitudinally beneath the wing
pivot at 0.26Croot.
Most runs were conducted at a constant q of 700 psf, corresponding to chord Reynolds numbers
between 2.5 and 3.9 ¥ 106. Tunnel Mach number ranged from 0.25 to 1.40 for this test, and was held
to within :L-0.002 of the nominal value for each series of runs. Angle of attack varied from -5 ° to
+18 °. The sweep and Mach number combinations tested for the pivot height comparison are shown
in table 2. Once the pivot height was chosen, additional studies were made of stall behavior, tran-
sonic drag divergence, aileron effectiveness for +t0 ° deflections, and low-speed CL (max) for
30 ° flaps.
Angles f attack and sideslip were measured by the angular "knuckle-sleeve" drive system of the
model support, located downstream of the sting, with corrections for balance and sting deflection
based on pretest calibrations. Flow angularity was measured by comparison of lift data taken with
the model upright and inverted, over a range of Mach numbers for sweep angles of 0 ° and 65 °. The
estimated angle-of-attack corrections applied to the data were all less than 0.07 ° .
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Selection of Baseline Pivot Height
After low-speed tests at 65 ° wing sweep, Rockwell had proposed that the wing height above the
fuselage be increased in order to reduce wing/fuselage interference. Results for the high and low
pivot configurations are presented in figure 6. The high wing position offers few advantages. The
side force is reduced at a few conditions, but overall the force and moment breaks are more irregular
with the high pivot, and the drag is higher, especially at high speeds. In addition, a small transonic
pitch instability at intermediate sweep angles is exacerbated by raising the wing (see, for example,
the Cm plot for Mach 0.90, sweep 45°). For these reasons, the low pivot was chosen as the baseline
configuration for the balance of the test.
Aerodynamic Characteristics in Pitch
The low-wing data are replotted in figure 7 to show the effect of sweep angle on the forces and
moments at each Mach number. A similar overview of the effect of Mach number is presented in
figure 8 for the various sweep angles tested. Finally, a summary of the derived aerodynamic charac-
teristics is presented in figure 9. All sweep angles are grouped together, and the various quantities
are plotted against Mach number.
Additionaldataweretakenat zero sweep with the base configuration (low pivot, LP) at a number
of subsonic Mach numbers to study stall characteristics and transonic drag divergence. The low-
speed data, Math 0.25 to 0.50, are presented in figure 10, and a similar set of plots, figure 11, covers
the range 0.50 to 0.80.
Effect of Sideslip
The base configuration was tested at sideslip angles of :]:5° for Mach 0.80 at sweep angle 45 °.
These force and moment data are presented in figure 12. Here, as elsewhere, the drag data labeled
CD is actually CDs.
Landing-Flap Effectiveness
The flaps were deflected by 30 ° to study high-lift performance at low speeds with the wing
unswept. The (untrimmed) results are presented in figure 13. The value of CL (max) at Mach 0.25 is
1.73 with full flap deflection (vs. 1.60 for the clean wing), which is significantly lower than the
trimmed value of greater than 2.0 which was quoted in the preliminary design document. This appar-
ent discrepancy requires further analysis to account for Mach and Reynolds number effects, and for
the additional download on the model's tail which would be required for trim in pitch.
Effect of Aileron Deflection
Aileron effectiveness was measured for an asymmetric deflection of 10° in both roll directions
(except for the symmetric zero sweep case, where only left-positive deflections were evaluated).
Force and moment results for these configurations are presented in figure 14, grouped by sweep
angle.
Effect of Dynamic Pressure
A single run was made at reduced q to study Reynolds number sensitivity. As shown in fig-
ure 15, the difference between the Math 0.80, sweep 45 ° baseline run (q = 700, Re -- 4.5 x 106/ft)
and the special run with q = 300 psf (Re _ 2.1 x 1061ft) is not large, although there is a systematic
shift in drag revealed by the I_/D results. This is apparently the result of the change in Reynolds
number, rather than an aeroelastic effect, since the pitching and rolling moments, which are sensitive
to wing twist, were unchanged.
ERROR ANALYSIS
Although no formal analysis of the accuracy or precision of these results has been performed,
data from some of the repeat runs are presented in figure 16. The data agree fairly well; there was
apparently little run-to-run variation, except at very high angles of attack. The data for Mach 0.30
were the least reproducible. The reason for the shifts in the CLOt and CL-C D curves is unknown.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
An examination of the aerodynamic characteristics of an oblique wing of relatively simple design
proposed for the F-80WRA has resolved one major design question and raised several other issues
which may merit further investigation. The hlgfi pivot configuration proposed on the basis of low-
speed tests caused high drag with little reduction in wing/fuselage interference, and was less stable in
pitch at certain transonic conditions than the low pivot configuration was. Further testing, with the
wing in the lower position, suggests that the maximum lift coefficient anticipated by its designers
would not be obtained in flight. The exact magnitude of this discrepancy is uncertain, since a com-
plete study of the trimmed low-speed characteristics at flight Reynolds number was beyond the
scope of the test.
As discussed in the appendix, comparison with a slightly more complex wing shows that better
performance and handling properties can be obtained if desired. The Ames-designed wing tested
previously offers higher L/D ratios at most conditions, higher CL (max), and more moderate force
and moment breaks than the present design does. Both wings, however, exhibit the usual oblique
wing nonl. aearities, exaggerated by the rigidity of the wind tunnel models.
APPENDIX
Additionaldata (to be published), on the Ames 300 ft2 wing, were obtained along with the results
reported here for the Rockwell-designed wing. Since the two wings are fairly similar (they differ in
airfoil, pivot location, and leading-edge sweep), were mounted on the same body, and were tested
under the same conditions, it is possible to compare the basic results. These comparisons are pre-
sented in figure A. 1, in which the forces and moments are plotted for conditions ranging from Mach
0.30, 0 ° sweep to Mach 1.40, 65 ° sweep. The Ames wing, 14% thick at the root and 12% at the tip,
is somewhat thinner than the Rockwell design and has more camber because the airfoils were
designed for higher lift coefficients. The Ames wing's spanwise variation in airfoil section, which
would require somewhat higher manufacturing costs, is common in production aircraft but was felt
by Rockwell to be too expensive for a one-of-a-kind demonstrator. This simplicity comes at a high
price, however. The 0 ° sweep performance of the Rockwell wing is superior only for Mach 0.76 and
0.78, and then only for C L < 0.50. (And, since the OWRA wing would normally be swept with
increasing Mach number, even this comparison is not significant.) The higher lift capacity of the
sections used in the Ames wing is reflected in wider regimes of linear behavior for the swept wing
cases as well, and there are milder force and moment breaks when stall does occur. The difference
between the two wings diminishes as the wing sweep increases: at Mach 1.40 with sweep 65 °, for
example, maximum L/D for the Ames wing is only about 7% higher than for the Rockwell design.
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TABLE 1.- MODEL DIMENSIONS.
Fuselage
Length
Maximum depth (at station 11.850)





















































































TABLE 2. -- TEST CONDITIONS FOR PWOT HEIGHT COMPARISON.
Sweep Alpha Beta Q
0 ° vary 0 °
0 ° vary 0 °
0 ° vary 0 °
30 ° vary 0 °
45 ° vary 0 °
60 ° vary 0 °
65 ° vary 0 °
Mach
.30 .40 .60 .70 .80 .90 .95 1.10 1.20 1.40
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ALL DIMENSIONS IN INCHES.
Figure 4. High pivot and fairing detail.
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Figure 6(a). Effect of pivot height for sweep : 0 deg.
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Figure 6(a), Effect of pivot height for sweep = 0 deg.
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Figure 6(a). Effect of pivot height for sweep = 0 deg.
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Figure 6(a). Effect of pivot height for sweep : 0 deg.
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Figure 6(a). Effect of pivot height for sweep = 0 deg.
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Figure 6(a). Effect of pivot height for sweep : 0 deg.
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Figure 6(a). Effect of pivot height for sweep = 0 deg.
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Figure 6(a). Effect of pivot height for sweep = 0 deg.
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Figure 6(a). Effect of pivot height for sweep = 0 deg.
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1._ -] I I I i I I I J ] I I t"I I I I I ] I ! I t t I I I I I I I I I t I llll-
1.4
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Figure 6(a). Effect of pivot height for sweep = 0 deg.
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SYMBOLT LA LO LI _ RI RO RA RT RUN SWEEP MACH Q BETA
--[]-- oo oo oooo I oooo oo oo 48 o .7O 7O4 -.]
--<_-- oo oo oo Do }" oooo oo oo Ioo o .7o 7o3 -.i
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LT LA kO L]_ RIRO RA RT RUN SWEEP MACH
00 O0 00 00 L OD O0 _ "00 46 0 .?t)
O0 O0 O0 IX) F O0 O0 9_ O0 100 0 .70
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Figure 6(a). Effect of pivot height for sweep = 0 deg.
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SYMBOL





T LALO 1,1- R1RO RA RT RUN SWEEP ldACtt Q BETA
L O0 O0 O0 O0 46 0 ,?0 "/04 -.|
r O0 O0 O0 O0 100 0 ,70 703 -.!
Illlt111I llll 11tl
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Figure 6(a). Effect of pivot height for sweep = 0 deg.
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SYMBOL LT LA kO L] A R] RO RA RT RUN
--0-- oo oooo_ L 000000 O0 46
--0-- O0 00_00 P OO _ OO I00
1.6 ill Sml ml_ ii)i )m)
_EEP MACH Q BETA
0 .?0 704 -. 1
0 .70 703 -. !
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Figure 6(a). Effect of pivot height for sweep = 0 deg.
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SYUBOL LT LA LO L] _ R] RO RA RT RUN SWEEP
D-- O0 O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0 46 0
_-- oo ooDooo r oooooo oo loo o
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Figure 6(a). Effect of pivot height for sweep = 0 deg.
5O
SYMBOL LT LA LO 1,1A RI RO RA RT RUN
--I-1-- O0 O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0 45
--0-- oo oo oo oo F' oo0ooo O0 9g
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Figure 6(a). Effect of pivot height for sweep : 0 deg.
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SYMBOL LT LA LO L1 _ R! RO RA RT RUN SWEEP MACH Q BETA
O-- O0 O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0 45 0 .80 896 -.l
--_-- O0 O0 O0 O0 F O0 O0 O0 O0 99 0 ,80 697 -.l
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Figure 6(a). Effect of pivot height for sweep = 0 deg.
53
SYMBOL LT LA LO L] _ R] RO RA RT RUN SWEEP
--cD-- oo oo {10oo L O0 O0 oo O0 45 0
--_-- O0 O0 O0 O0 F O0 DO O0 O0 99 0
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LT LA LO L] ^ RI RO RA RT
O0 O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0
O0 O0 O0 O0 F O0 O0 O0 O0
d II III IIII
RUN _EEP MAtH q BETA
45 0 .80 696 -, !
99 0 .80 697 -. 1
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Figure 6(a). Effect of pivot height for sweep : 0 deg
55
SYMBOL LT LA LO L]_ R] RO RA RT RUN SWEEP MACH Q BETA
-- 0-- O0 O0 _ _ L O0 O0 O0 _ 45 0 80 696 -.|
_ O0 O0 O0 IX) Ir O0 O0 O0 O0 99 0 80 697 -.I





















Figure 6(a). Effect of pivot height for sweep = 0 deg.
56
SYMBOL LTLALO L] ^ R] RO RA RT RUN SWEEP MACH Q BETA
--D-- 00 00 00 00 L 00 00 00 00 45 0 .80 898 -,!
--_-- 00 00 00 00 F 00 00 00 00 99 0 .80 897 -.!
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Figure 6(a). Effect of pivot height for sweep : 0 deg.
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SYMBOL LT LA LO L] * R] RO RA RT RUN SWEEP MACH Q
--[3-- oo O0 00(_ L O0 0000 O0 53 3O .6O 70Z
--_-- OO O0 O0 O0 F O0 O0 O000 98 30 .60 697
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-5 0 5 10 15
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I_ LO U ^ RI RO RA RT
Oo OO oo L O0 O0 O0 O0
OO oO oo F O0 O0 O0 O0
RUN SWEEP MACH Q BETA
53 30 .60 _02 -. 1
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LA LO L] - RI RO RA RT RUN SWEEP
O0 O0 O0 L OO O0 O0 O0 ,53 30
O0 O0 iX) F O0 O0 O0 O0 98 30
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Figure 6(b). Effect of pivot height for sweep : 30 deg.
6O
SYMBOL LT LA LO kl ^ R] RO RA RT
--D-- 00 0o0o_ L 000O00 00
--_-- oo oo_ F 0o_ oo
1.6 _IL, fill 11_+ fill III
RUN SWEEP MACH q BETA
,53 30 ,60 702 -.I
98 30 .60 697 -. I
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Figure 6(b). Effect of pivot height for sweep = 30 deE.
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SYMBOL LT LA LO U _ R] RO RA RT RUN S_EEP MACH Q
D-- O0 O0 O0 00 L O0 O0 00 00 53 30 .60 70Z
--<_-- O0 O0 O0 O0 F O0 O0 O0 O0 98 30 .60 697
I.(3 -I I I I i I I [ l I I I I I I I 11 I I I I I 1 7 I I l I t I I t I 1
BETA
-.|
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Figure 6(b). Effect of pivot height for sweep = 30 deg.
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SYMBOLTLALOL]A RIRORART RUN SWEEP MACH Q BETA
_ m O0 _ _ _ L O0 O0 O0 _ 53 30 _ .60 ?0_ -- . ]
--0_ oo oo oooo r oooo oo oo 98 30 .6o 897 -.I
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Figure 6(b). Effect of pivot height for sweep : 30 deg.
63
SYMBOL LT LA LO LI _ R] RO RA RT RUN b-_EEP MACH
-- f-I-- O0 O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0 53 30 .60
--_-- O0 O0 O0 O0 F O0 O0 O0 O0 g8 30 .60
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LA LO L]A RI RO RA RT RUN SWEEP MACH q BETA
O000OO L 000000 O0 52 ...... 30 ,?O 899 -.I
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Figure 6(b). Effectof pivotheightfor sweep = 30 deE.
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SYMBOL LT LA LO L] * RI RO RA RT RUN
--0-- oo oo oo oo L oo oo oo oo 52










SWEEP MACH Q BETA
30 .70 699 -. I
30 .70 708 -. 1
I1 Jl I I 11 I I I I t I I I 1 I I 1
-_t till I111 I111 I III I111 I I11 III1 11tl
0.0 .10 .20 .30 .40
I I I i-
I I I l--
.50
CI)
Figure 6(b). Effect of pivot height for sweep = 30 deg.
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SYMBOL LT IA LO I,]^ RI RO RA RT RUN SWEEP MACH q
--D-- oo oooooo L oooooo oo 5_ 3o .?o 699
--<_ oo oooooo F oo 0ooo oo 97 3o .7o 7oB
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Figure 6(b). Effect of pivot height for sweep = 30 deg.
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SYMBOL LT LA LO 12 A RI RO RA RT RUN SWEEP MACH Q BETA
--[]-- O0 O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0 52 30 .70 6gg -.1
O0 O0 O0 O0 F O0 O0 O0 O0 9? 3O .?0 ?08 -.l
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Figure 6(b). Effect of pivot height for sweep = 30 deg.
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SYMBOLTLALO U ^ R] RO RA RT RUN
--[]-- oo oooooo L 00oo00 O0 52
--0-- oo oooo oo v oooooo oo 97
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Figure 6(b). Effect of pivot height for sweep = 30 deg.
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SYMBOL LT








LA LO L] - RI RO RA RT RUN SWEEP MACH
oooo oo L oo oo oo oo 52 30 .70
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Figure 6(b). Effect Of pivot height for sweep = 30 deg.
7o
1.4
SYMBOL LT LA LO H _ RI RO RA RT
--0-- O0 000o00 L o0o000 O0
--_-- O0 O0 O0 O0 Ir O0 O0 O0 O0 97
1.6 4-111 llllllll IIII Ill Jill II11 Itli III=I/IIIT]il
L
1
RUN SWEEP + MACH Q BETA
52 30 .70 699 -. !
.... 30 20 708 -.I
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Figure 6(b). Effect of pivot height for sweep - 30 deg.
71
SYMBOL LT LA LO U _ RI RO RA RT RUN S'WEEP
[]-- O0 O0 000_ L O0 08 O0 O0 51 30
_0-- O0 000000 F 000000 O0 9e 30
I._ kl I I l I i I I I I I I 1 1 I I I I l 1
F-
}_ACH Q BETA
,80 697 -. I
80 694 -. I
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Figure 6(b). Effect of pivot height for sweep : 30 deg.
72
SYMBOL LT LA LO U - RI RO RA RT RUN SWEEP M/_CH Q BETA
-- []-- O0 O0 O0 O0 k O0 O0 O0 O0 51 30 .60 697 -.I
--<_ O0 000000 r 0000 O0 O0 _9 30 .80 _94 -.I
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LA LO IA * R] RO RA RT
O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0
O0 O0 O0 r O0 O0 O0 O0
RUN 5W/EEP MACH Q BETA
51 30 .80 697 -.1
96 30 .60 694 -.1
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O0 O0 O0 DO L O0 O0 O0 O0 51
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Figure 6(b). Effect of pivot height for sweep = 30 deg.
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SYMBOL LT










LA LO 1.1_ RI RO RA RT
000000 L 000000 O0
000000 F 000000 O0
RUN SWEEP MACH Q BETA
51 30 80 6g? -.I
96 30 .80 694 -.!
0.0
_tlt 1111 ] I I I I i_ I I'i I I I I I I I f I I i t ! I 1 t [ 1 [ I I 1 I I
--.2 ltlI III1 lttl tilL ItJl llll Iltt till tliU
-1.00 -.75 -.50 -.25 0.0 .25
C m
Ill L
Figure 6(b). Effect of pivot height for sweep = 30 deg.
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SYMBOL LT LA LO LI- RIRO RA RT RUN SWEEP MACH Q BETA
[]-- O0 80 O_ O0 L O0 DO O0 O0 5! 30 ._0 697 -,!
<_ O0 O0 O0 O0 F O0 O0 O0 O0 _ 30 .80 694 -.!
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Figure 6(b). Effect of pivot height for sweep = 30 deg.
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SYMBOL LT LA LO H _ RI RO RA RT RUN
--n-- oo oooo00 L oo oooo O0 5!
--0-- oO 00 oo oo F oo oo OO OO 90
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IA LO H _ RI RO RA RT RUN SWEEP
O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 _ 50 30
000000 F 000000 O0 95 30
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Figure 6(b). Effect of pivot height for sweep = 30 deg.
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SYMBOL LT LA LOLI ^ R1 RO RA RT RUN SWEEP
17-- O0 O0 O0 00 L O0 O0 O0 O0 50 30
--0-- oo oooooo r oooooo oo 9_ 3o
1.6 L-rW_- _)_ ,_J ),)_ ),_,
MACH Q BETA
•90 690 -. I
.90 706 -.i
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LA LO [J_ RI RO RA RT
oooooo L oooooo oo
O0 O0 O0 F O0 O0 O0 O0
.--J'l I I I] I t ( I I I I I I 1
z
RUN S'WEEP MACH q BETA
50 30 .90 698 -.I
95 30 .90 706 -.!
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Figure 6(b). Effect of pivot height for sweep : 30 deg.
81
SYMBOL LT LA LO L] - R] RO RA RT RUN S_EEP MACH @ BETA
--I"1-- O0 O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 CO 50 30 .90 698 -.!
--_-- O0 O0 O0 O0 P O0 0000 O0 9_ 30 .90 _ -+l
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Figure 6(b). Effect of pivot height for sweep = 30 deg.
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SYMBOL LT LA LO LI A H1 RO P._ RT
_D_ oo oo0ooo L oooooo oo
_<_-- oo oo0ooo _' oooooo oo
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LT LitLO i] ^ R] RO RA RT RUN SWEEP MACH Q BETA
OO O0 O0 IX) L O0 O0 O0 O0 50 30 .90 698 -.I
OO 000000 Ir 000000 O0 9_ 30 90 706 -,I
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Figure 6(b). Effect of pivot height for sweep : 30 deg.
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SYMBOL LT.LALOL] * HI RO HA RT
[]_ O0 O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0
_0-- oo oooooo r oooooo oo
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SYMBOL LT LA LO L] A RI RO RA RT
--[-1-- O0 O0 IX) O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0
--_-- O0 000000 r 000000 O0
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Figure 6(c). Effect of pivot height for sweep = 45 deg.
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SYMBOL LT LA LO L] * RI RO RA RT RUN SWEEP
--El-- oo oooooo L 0000oo OO 71 45
--<_-- O0 000000 F 000000 {10 94 45













.60 ?0o -. I
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Figure 6(c). Effect of pivot height for sweep = 45 deg.
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SYMBOL LT LA LO [3 A RI RO RA RT RUN SWEEP MACII Q BETA
--[3-- O0 O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0 71 ,15 .60 700 -.!
,_-- O0 O0 O0 O0 r O0 O0 O0 O0 94 45 ,60 705 -.1
1.6 3-rT_ llll llll llll IIII IIII llll llll llll IIII IIII III L,
1.4
,-3
1.o ......... __i ........
.6 - _
.4 - 1......
.2 l -- _
__._ I 11 I I I I I l I l I I [ ] I I I I I Jill 3 1 1 1 I I ] I
-.15 -.I0 -.05 0.0 .05 .I0 .15
i lJ_
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Figure 6(e). Effect of pivot height for sweep = 45 deg.
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SYMBOL LT LA LO 1.1 ^ R] RO RA RT
El-- O0 O0_ O0 L O00000 O0










RUN SWEEP MACH q BETA
71 45 .60 _ -.!
g4 45 .150 'tO5 -.I
0.0
_111 I1'1'1 ttll IIII 1111
iltll Iltljlll III
III I111 I11 III III III IIIL
4
_ _ llil ]1|[ iJli Illi Itl |]J-_
-.08 -.06 -.04 -.02
II Illl I[IL. tll IIlI llll 111 llll Ill"
0.0 .02 .04 .06 .08
C]
Figure 6(c). Effect of pivot height for sweep = 45 deg.
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SYMBOL LT LA LO 1.1 - RI RO RA RT RUN SWEEP MACH Q BETA
--[]-- oo oo oo oo t 0000 oo oo 71 45 60 700 -.I
--_-- oO 000000 r 000000 O0 94 45 .60 _5 -.I
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LT LA LO L]- R] RO RA RT RUN SWEEP MACH Q BETA
00 O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 oo 00 71 45 .60 7oo -.I
O0 _ _ F O0 _ _ O0 94 45 ._ 705 -.I
4111 III tll III Itl Till I1111111 IIIt _ tt IIII tll Ill Ill IIII II1 Ittl Ill IIll IIM
- i
-.3
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Figure 6(c). Effect of pivot height for sweep = 45 deg.
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SYMBOL LT
-- [] -- O0
-- O-- oo
1.6
LA LO 1,1 _ R] RO IRA RT
000000 I. DO0000 O0












RUN SWEEP MAC}{ Q BETA
70 45 .80 703 -. ]
93 45 .80 705 -.I
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Figure 6(c). Effect of pivot height for sweep = 45 deg.
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SYWBOL LT LALO U ^ R] RO RA RT RUN SWEEP MACH Q BETA
--D-- O0 O0 O0 O0 L O0 0000 oo 70 45 ,80 ?03 -.I
_ O0 000000 F O0 O0 O0 oo 93 45 .80 705 -.I
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Figure 6(c). Effect of pivot height for sweep = 45 deg.
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SYMBOL LT LA kO L] - RI RO RA RT RUN SWEEP
--[]-- oo oooo Oo L 000000 OO ?0 45
--<_-- O0 000000 f 000000 O0 g3 45
_.6 LJ"I I { I I I I I I I I I I I I I11 t + I I I
MACH Q BETA
.8O 703 -.!
.80 705 -. I















LT LA LO LI - RI RO RA RT
--I-I_ O0 000000 L 000000 O0
1.6
RUN SWEEP ldACH Q BETA
70 45 .80 703 - .I
g3 45 .80 70_ -.I
..1tlt ifll IIII IIII 1111 llll
Illl'lllll
iiiii IIII lilt IIII II11 Ill fill IIIL
_._ II11 IIII IIii llll llll IIII lllle
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LA IX)kl- RI RO RA RT RUN SWEEP NIACH Q BETA
O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 04) 70 415 .80 703 -.1
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Figure 6(c). Effect of pivot height for sweep = 45 deg.
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SYMBOL LT LA LO E _ Rl RO RA RT RUN SWEEP MACH Q BETA
--0-- O0 O0 O0O0 L O008 O0 O0 70 45 .80 "103 -.I
--0-- O0 O0 00 O0 F 0000 O0 O0 9_ - 45 .80 705 -.I
1"6 _.t]1 IIII Ill I111 Ill Jill 1111 l[ll Ill Illlllll IIII Ill till III IIII III ltll
Itll]lllJ
1.4
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LT LA LO H - RIRO RA RT
O0 O0 00 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0




RUN SWEEP MACH Q BETA
6g 45 .90 704 -.I
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Figure 6(c). Effect of pivot height for sweep = 45 deg.
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SYMBOL LT LA LO IJ A RI RO RA RT RUN SWEEP MACH Q BETA
[]_ O0 O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0 6g 45 90 704 -.1
_<_-- O0 O0 I)0 O0 )" O0 O0 O0 O0 92 45 .90 704 -,!














Figure 6(c). Effect of pivot height for sweep = 45 deg.
IOl
SYMBOL LT LA LO D _ RI RO RA RT RUN SWEEP MACH q BETA
--C]_ O0 000000 L 000000 O0 60 _5 .90 704 -.I
--<_-- O0 O0 O0 O0 F O0 O0 DO O0 92 45 ,90 704 -,I
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Figure 6(c). Effect of pivot height for sweep = 45 deg.
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SYMBOLTLALO1.1_ R] RO RA RT RUN SWEEP
--o-- oo 000000 L 000000 oo 69 45
--<_-- oo 00_00 I¢ 000000 oo 92 4,_
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Figure 6(c). Effect of pivot height for sweep = 45 deg.
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SYMBOL LT LA LO U + R] RO RA RT RUN SWEEP MACH
--[]-- O0 O0 O0 iX) L O0 O0 O0 O0 69 45 .90
--0-- O0 O0 O0 O0 F O0 O0 O0 O0 9_ 40 .90
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Figure 6(c). Effect of pivot height for sweep = 45 deg.
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SYRBOL LT LA LO LJ ^ RI RO RA RT RUN SWEEP MACH Q BETA
D-- oo oo _ L oo 000o _ 6g 45 ._ 7O4 -4
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Figure 6(e). Effect of pivot height for sweep = 45 deg.
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SYMBOL LT _ LO 12 - R] RO RA RT RUN SWEEP MAC}{
-- 0-- O0 O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0 69 45 .90
'_ O0 O0 O0 O0 F O0 O0 O0 O0 92 45 .90
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Figure 6(c). Effect of pivot height for sweep : 45 deg.
106
SYMBOL LT LA LO U _ R] RO RA RT RUN SWEF.P MACH Q BETA
[]_ O0 00 OU O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0 68 45 .95 ?00 -.I
--_>-- O0 000000 F 000000 O0 91 45 .9"5 ?08 -.I
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Figure 6(c). Effect of pivot height for sweep = 45 deg.
107
SYMBOL LT LA LO L]- RI RO RA RT RUN SWEEP MACH Q BETA
--D-- O0 0ooooo L 0000 O0 O0 6e 45 95 700 -i
--0-- oo 0ooooo F O00000 O0 91 4_ .95 v08 -.I
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Figure 6(c). Effect of pivot height for sweep = 45 deg.
108
SYMBOL LT LA LOL] A Ri RO RA RT RUN S'WEEP MACH Q BETA
--c]-- oo oooooo L 0000oo oo 68 45 .95 '_0 -.t
0-- O0 oooooo r oooooo oo gt 45 .95 _ -.t








Figure 6(c). Effect of pivot height for sweep = 45 deg.
109
SYMBOL LT LA LO 13 - R] RO _ RT RUN] SWEEP MACH q B_A
--E3-- O0 O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0 68 45 ._ 700 -.!
(_ O0 O0 O000 F O0 O0 O0 O0 91 45 .96 708 =.1




Figure 6(c). Effect of pivot height for sweep = 45 deg.
110
SY}JBOL LT











LA LO I.I _ R] RO RA RT RUN S_/EEP MACH Q
O0O0 O0 L O0O0 O0 O0 68 45 95 700
O0 O0O0 Ir O0 O0O0 O0 9] 45 9'5 ?08
-Jtll I I I I I IIi I t I I t I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I-I
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Figure 6(e). Effect of pivot height for sweep = 45 deg.
111
SYMBOL LT LA LO L] - RI RO RA RT RUN b-'WEEP
--[]-- oo 000000 L 000000 O0 68 45
_ O0 000000 F 000000 O0 91 46
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Figure 6(c). Effect of pivot height for sweep = 45 deg.
113
SYMBOL LT LA LO H ^ RI RO RA RT RUN SWEEP
-- _-- O0 O0 O0 O0 L O0 00 O0 O0 67 45
--0-- oo oooooo r ooooeo eo 90 45
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Figure 6(c). Effect of pivot height for sweep = 45 deg.
114
SYMBOL LT LA LO U ^ R] RO RA RT RUN b'_EEP _IACH Q BETA
[]- O0 O0 O0 O0 k O0 O0 O0 O0 6'7 45 1.10 691 -.2
_-- O0 O0 O0 O0 F O0 O0 O0 O0 90 4,5 IJO 703 -.I
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Figure 6(c). Effect of pivot height for sweep = 45 deg.
llS
SYMBOL LT LA LO U - RIRO EA RT RUN _EEP MACH Q BETA
--[]-- O0 O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0 67 45 l lO 691 -.2
--_-- O0 O0 O0 O0 Ir O0 O0 O0 O0 90 45 IJO 703 -.I
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Figure 6(c). Effect of pivot height for sweep = 45 deg.
116
SYMBOL LT I._ LO L] _ R] RO RA RT RUN SWEEP
--[]-- oo oo oo0o L O00000 OO e7 ,15
0-- oo oooo0o r oo oo oo oo go 45
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Figure 6(c). Effect of pivot height for sweep = 45 deg.
I17
SYMBOL LT LA LO U - R] RO RA RT RUN SWEEP MAC}{ Q
r-1- O0 O0 oo O0 L oo O00o OO 87 45 |r|O 691
_ O0 O0 O0 O0 F O000 O0 O0 90 45 I,t0 i'03
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Figure 6(c). Effect of pivot height for sweep = 45 deg.
118
SYMBOLTLALOL] _ R]RORART RUN S_EEP MACH q BETA
l'7 _ O0 O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0 67 45 IlO 691 -.2
O-- O0 O0 O0 O0 F O0 O0 O0 O0 90 45 I.lO 703 -.I
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Figure 6(c). Effect of pivot height for sweep = 45 deg.
119
SYMBOL LT LA LO 1.1^ RIRO RA RT RUN SWEEP
_D-- O0 000000 t 000000 O0 09 45
--0-- oo 0ooooo r oooo_ oo 9o 4s
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Figure 6(c). Effect of pivot height for sweep = 45 deg.
120
SYMBOL LT LA LO L] _ R] RO RA RT
_[_-- O0 000000 t 000000 O0
--0_ O0 000000 Ir 000000 O0




tl I J I I1|
MAC}{ Q BETA
1.20 7_3 -.2
1.20 701 -. l
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LT LA IX) 1.1_ R] RO RA RT RUN S_EEP
O0 000000 L 000000 O0 66 45
O0 000000 P 000000 O0 89 45
MACH Q BETA
I ,_ 703 - .z
I._ "_I -.l
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LT _ LOLI - R] RO RA RT
O0 O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0
O0 000000 F 00_,00 O0
Jill
RUN SWEEP MACH q
66 45 1._ 703
89 45 t .20 701
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Figure 6(c). Effect of pivot height for sweep = 45 deg.
123
SYMBOL LT LA LO LI ^ R] RO RA RT
Q-- O0 O0 _ 00 L O0O0 O0 O0
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000000 Ir 000000 O0
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Figure 6(e). Effect of pivot height for sweep : 45 deg.
125
SYMBOL LT LA LO U - RI RO RA RT RUN SWEEP MACH Q BETA
--[]-- O0 O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0 66 45 1.20 703 -.2
--<_-- O0 000000 r oooooo oo 89 45 120 _! -.I
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Figure 6(e). Effect of pivot height for sweep : 45 deg.
126
SYMBOL LT LA LO 1,1^ RI RO RA RT RUN SWEEP MACH Q BETA
-- []-- oo Do oo DO L O0 O0 O0 O0 86 45 I._ 703 -.2
_-- O0 000000 F 0_0000 O0 B9 46 I._ 701 -.!
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Figure 6(c). Effect of pivot height for sweep = 45 deg.
127
SYMBOL LT LA LO L] _ R] RO RA RT RUN S'_'EEP )_ACH Q
--f'-I-- O0 O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0 ?6 60 .80 899
--,C_-- OO O0 O0 O0 P O0 O0 O0 O0 82 60 ,80 692
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Figure 6(d). Effect of pivot height for sweep : 60 deg.
128
SYMBOLTLA LO U _ RI RO RA RT RUN _EEP
--o-- oo oooooo t O00000 O0 ?6 60
--&-- oo oooooo r oooooo oo 82
1.13 _l i i"i I I i i i i + i j + l i II t _
MACH Q BETA
,80 6gg -. I
.eO 692 -. l
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Figure 6(d), Effect of pivot height for sweep = 60 deg.
129
SYMBOL LT LA LO LI - RI RO RA RT RUN SWEEP MACH Q
--t'l-- O0 O0 _ O0 L O0 O0 O0 0_) ?8 80 .80 699
--<_-- O0 O0 O0 O0 Y O0 O0 O0 O0 82 60 .80 692
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Figure 6(d). Effect of pivot height for sweep = 60 deg.
130
SYMBOL LT LA LO l.lA R] RO RA RT RUN _EEP MACH Q BETA
--Vl-- O0 O0 O0 IX) L O0 O0 O0 O0 76 6O ._ 69Q -.!
_-- O0 O0 O0 O0 F O0 00 O0 O0 82 _0 ._0 692 -.!
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Figure 6(d). Effect of pivot height for sweep = 60 deg.
131 "
SYMBOL LT LA LO 12 - RI RO RA RT RUN SWEEP MACH Q
--[]-- O0 O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0 76 60 .80 699
_-- O0 O0 0000 F O0 O0 O0 O0 82 60 .80 692
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Figure 6(d). Effect of pivot height for sweep = 60 deg.
133
SYMBOL LT LA LO 1.1 ^ RI RO RA RT RUN
_D-- O000 oo Ix] L oo oo oo oo 76
--_ O0 O0 O0 oo F O0 O0 _ OO 52












SWEEP MACH Q BETA
BO .80 699 -j
150 .80 692 -,I
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LT LA LO 1,1 A RI RO RA RT
O0 O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0
O0 O0 O0 O0 F OOIX) O0 O0
-IIII
RUN SWEEP MACH Q BETA
?5 60 .95 ?01 -.I
81 60 .95 693 -J
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.6
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Figure 6(d). Effect of pivot height for sweep = 60 deg.
135
SYMBOLTLALOL]- R]RORART RUN S_EEP MACH q BETA
0 O0 O0 O0 IX) L 00 O0 00 O0 ?5 60 .95 ?0! -.I
--<_-- O0 O0 O0 IX) r O0 00 IX) O0 8] 80 ._ 693 -.I
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Figure 6(d). Effect of pivot height for sweep = 60 deg.
136
SYMBOLTLALOL]_ R]RORART
--12-- oo o00o0o t oooooo o_
--0-- oo oo _ oo r oo oo oo oo
1.6 -J lit I It I li II t l It
RUN SWEEP MACH q BETA
.9'5 701 -J
.95 893 -.l

















LT LA IX)L]^ RlRO RA RT RUN SWEEP MACR Q BETA
O0 O0 O0 O0 k O0 O0 O0 O0 75 60 .95 ?Of -I
O0 O0 O0 O0 F O0 O0 00 O0 81 60 .95 693 -.I
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Figure 6(d). Effect of pivot height for sweep = 60 deg.
138
SYMBOLTLALOL] _ R]RORART RUN






SWEEP MACH Q BETA
60 .95 70] -.l
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Figure 6(d). Effect of pivot height for sweep = 60 deg.
139
SYMBOL LT






LA LO L] _ RI RO RA RT RUN 5"_EgP MACH Q BETA
O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0 75 60 .95 "_! -1
O0 O0 O0 F O0 O0 O0 O0 81 60 .95 893 -.I
1.0
.8
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Figure 6(d). Effect of pivot height for sweep = 60 deg.
140
SYMBOL LT LA LO ].3 _ RI RO RA RT RUN
[]-- oo oo oo oo L O0O0 O0 O0 ?5
_-- O0 00000o lr 000000 O0 BI
].6 .I.'111 IIII III till till llllilfli IIII
1.4
S'WEEP MACH q BETA
6O 95 ?01 -.i
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Figure 6(d). Effect of pivot height for sweep = 60 deg.
141
SYMBOL LT LA LO L] _ R] RO RA RT RUN SWEEP
_[D-- O0 O00000 L O00000 O0 74 60
_-- oo oooo_ F oooooo oo 80 60
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Figure 6(d). Effect of pivot height for sweep = 60 deg.
142
SYMBOLTLAkO L] - RI RO RA RT RUN SWEEP
--O-- oo oooooo L oooooo oo v4
--©-- oo oooooo r oooooo oo eo eo
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Figure 6(d). Effect of pivot height for sweep = 60 deg.
143
SYMBOL LT LA LO L]- R1 RO RA RT RUN SWEEP MACH Q BETA
-- _-- O0 O0 O0 O0 i O0 O0 O0 O0 74 60 I.lO _ - ]
--,_-- O0 O0 O0 O0 P O0 O0 O0 O0 BO 60 t.lO _11 -.1
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Figure 6(d), Effect of pivot height for sweep = 60 deg.
144
SYMBOL LT LA LO LI _ R] RO RA RT
r-i-- oo oo_ oo L O0 O0 O0 O0
_0-- O0 00_ F 000000 O0
1.6 Jlll lil Jlil llil II_l
RUN SWEEP MACH q BETA
?4 60 1.10 702 -.I
O0 _0 i.10 69B -,I
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Figure 6(d). Effect of pivot height for sweep = 60 deg.
145
SY)4BOL LT LA LO L] _ RI RO RA RT RUN SWEEP ]_ACH Q
O-- oo oo oo oo L oo oo oo oo ?4 6o II0 702
--_-- O0 oo oo oo F O0 O0 O0 O0 80 60 II0 698
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Figure 6(d). Effect of pivot height for sweep = 60 deg.
146
SYMBOL LT LA LO IJ A R! RO RA RT RUN SWEEP MACH Q
[]-- O0 O0 O0 0(3 L O0 O0 O0 O0 74 60 I.lO 702
--_-- O0 O0 O0 O0 )" O0 O0 O0 O0 BO 60 l.lO B98
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LA LO 1,1^ R] RO RA RT
oooooo L 0oooo0 0o





RUN SWEEP MACII Q BETA
74 60 l.lO 702 -.I
80 60 |,!0 698 -,I
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Figure 6(d). Effect of pivot height for sweep = 60 deg.
149
SYMBOL LT TEALO 1.1_ RIRO RA RT RUN PEEP MACH Q BETA
--[]-- O0 O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0 ?3 6O 1.20 ?05 -.2
--_-- O0 O0 O0 O0 F O0 DO O0 O0 79 60 I._ egB -.!
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LT LA LO IJ _ RI RO RA RT RUN
O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0 73
O0 O0 O0 F O0 O0 O0 O0 ?9
-I I f"l' 'I I I I I T"I 3 I I I I I I I ll
I
_EEP MACH Q BETA
60 120 ?05 -.2
60 i.ZO 698 -, l
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LT LA LO I.I_ RI RO RA _r RUN S_EEP MACH Q BETA
O0 O0 O0 O0 Ir O0 00 00 O0 79 60 ].ZO 69B -.!
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Figure 6(d). Effect of pivot height for sweep = 60 deE,
152
SYMBOLTLALOLI _ R]RORART RUN SWEEP
--[]-- oo oooo oo L O0O0O0 o_ 73 6o
--<_-- oo oo oo oo F O0O0O0 O0 79 60
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Figure 6(d). Effect of pivot height for sweep = 60 deg.
153
SYMBOL LT LA LO D _ R] RO RA RT RUN SWEEP MACH Q BETA
(_-- O0 O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0 ?3 60 120 _ -2
_-- O0 O0 O0 O0 _' O0 O0 O0 O0 79 60 1.20 098 -.I
1,6 .-II I I IIIT li]i llll IIII I III IIII I I l I Ill I I I I l Ill I
1.4
1.2
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l_ LO U ^ R] RO RA RT RUN SWEEP MACH Q BETA
O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 00 73 60 I.ZO 705 -.2
O0 IX) O0 F O0 O0 00 O0 79 80 1.20 698 -.I
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LT LA LO 12 _ RI RO RA RT
O0 000000 L 000000 O0
O0 O0 O0 DO F O0 O0 O0 O0






RUN SWEEP MACH Q BETA
?2 60 ! 40 "700 0.0
78 60 ! 40 89? -. i
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O0 000000 L 000000 O0
O0 000000 F 000000 O0
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RUN S_EEP MACH q
72 60 1 AO ?00
78 80 1.40 897
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Figure 6(d). Effect of pivot height for sweep = 60 deg.
158
SYMBOL LT LA L0 ].3A RIRO RA RT RUN SWEEP
_I-I-- O0 o0oo0o L 000000 O0 72
_ O0 00000o F 000000 O0 78 80
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Figure 6(d). Effect of pivot height for sweep = 60 deg.
159
SYMBOL LT LA LO U - R! RO RA RT RUN S-IEEP
_D-- oo oooeoo L 00oooo oo 72
0 oo ooooo_ r ooooo_ o_ ?e Bo
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Figure 6(d). Effect of pivot height for sweep : 60 deg.
160
SYMBOL LT LA LOLI _ RI RO RA RT
[_ O0 O0 O0 O0 k O0 O0 O0 O0
_-- O0 000000 F O0 0000 O0








RUN SWEEP MACH Q BETA
72 60 1.40 700 0.0
78 60 1,40 eg? -. I
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k
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LA LO L] _ R] RO RA RT
000000 L oo oooo oo
O0 O0 O0 F O0 O0 _ O0
RUN SWEEP MACH Q BETA
72 60 140 ?00 0 0
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LT _ LO IJ_ RI RO RA RT
--0-- oo oo_ r o0000o
--O-- O0 _ r 00_ O0
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Figure 6(e). Effect of pivot height for sweep : 65 deg,
163
SYMBOL LT LA LO _ - Ri RO RA RT RUN SWEEP MACH Q BETA
C]-- O0 O0 0000 L O0 O0 O0 O0 l g4 65 ._ 6_8 -,!
'_ O0 O0 O0 O0 F O0 O0 O0 O0 88 65 .60 ?OZ -,l
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Figure 6(e). Effect of pivot height for sweep = 65 deg.
165
SYMBOL LT LA IX) L] - RI RORA RT
--_-- oo oooooo t oooooo oo
--0-- oo oooooo r oooooo oo
1.4
RUN SWEEP MACH Q BETA
'1g4 65 .60 698 -. !
88 85 .60 70Z -. 1
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Figure 6(e). Effect of pivot height for sweep : 65 deg.
166
SYMBOL LT LA LO Ll _ R] RO RA RT RUN SWEEP MACH q BETA
1:3_ O0 O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0 IB4 65 .60 698 -_!
<_ O0 O0 IX} O0 F O0 O0 O0 O0 B8 6,5 ._0 702 -.!
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Figure 6(e). Effect of pivot height for sweep = 65 deg,
167
LA LO L] - R] RO RA RT
O0 0000 L 000000 O0
0oo000 1n 0000 O000
RUN SWEEP MACH Q BETA
194 65 60 698 --I
88 65 ,60 702 --1
IIII II /l II I I 11 I I III I 1 I|l i11t
1 Ill 1 [LI IL.LJ_ 1 1 ] 1 1 1 I L
-.02 -.01 0.0








Figure 6(e). Effect of pivot height for sweep = 65 deg.
168
LALO 1.1^ RI RO RA RT RUN SWEEP MACH
O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0 194 65 +60
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Figure 6(e). Effect of pivot height for sweep = 65 deg.
169
SY)IBOL LT LA LO 1.I^ RI RO RA RT RUN _EEP _4ACH q
--[]-- O0 O0 _ O0 L O0 0000 O0 193 65 .8O 698
--_-- O0 O0 O0 _ r 0000 O0 O0 8? 6_ .80 e_
1.6 _ t __
1.4
1.2
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Figure 6(e). Effect of pivot height for sweep = 65 deg.
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Figure 6(e). Effect of pivot height for sweep = 65 deg.
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SYMBOL LT LA LO L] _ RI RO RA RT RUN SWEEP MACH
--l-I-- O0 O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0 193 65 ,80
--_-- O0 000000 Ir 000000 O0 87 6,5 .80
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Figure 6(e). Effect of pivot height for sweep = 65 deg,
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SYMBOLTLALOL] A RIRORART RUN SWEEP
[]-- O0 O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 OK) 183 65
--_-- O0 O0 _ _ Ir O0 _ _ O0 87 65
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Figure 6(e). Effect of pivot height for sweep : 65 deg.
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Figure 6(e). Effect of pivot height for sweep = 65 deg.
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SYI_BOL LT LA LO 1,1- Rl RO PJ_RT RUN
--D-- O0 000000 L 000000 O0
--_-- O0 00(}4)00 _' 00_ O0
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Figure 6(e). Effect of pivot height for sweep = 65 deg.
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Figure 6(e). Effect of pivot height for sweep = 65 deg,
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--[]-- oo oooooo L 00o000 oo 19Z 6s
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Figure 6(e), Effect of pivot height for sweep = 65 deg.
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--D_ O0 O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0
--<_ O0 000000 F 000000 O0
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19] 65 ] .20 707 -. I
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Figure 6(e). Effect of pivot height for sweep = 65 deg.
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_x'MDOL LT LA LO ].I - R! RO RA RT RUN SWEEP h4ACH Q BETA
--[] _ O0 O0 (30 O0 L O0 O0 O0 0(3 191 65 1.20 707 -.I
O0 O0 O0 O0 Ir O0 O0 O0 O0 80 65 1._ 709 -4
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Figure 6(e). Effect of pivot height for sweep = 65 deg.
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SYMBOL?LALOL] - RI RO RA R?
_C3-- O0 000000 L 000000 oo
_0-- O0 000000 F 000000 O0
1.6
RUN S_EEP MACH Q BETA
191 65 l._O 707 -.1
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Figure 6(e). Effect of pivot height for sweep = 65 deg.
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Figure 6(e). Effect of pivot height for sweep = 65 deg.
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Figure 6(e). Effect of pivot height for sweep = 65 deg.
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SYMBOLTLALOL] _ RIRORART RUN SWEEP MACH Q
--[3_ O0 O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0 190 65 !.40 704
--_ O0 O0 O0 O0 f O0 DO O0 O0 {}4 65 1.40 698
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Figure 6(e). Effect of pivot height for sweep : 65 deg.
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SYMBOL LT _ LO 1.1 A RI RO RA RT RUN SWEEP MACH Q BETA
-- r"1-- O0 O0 O0 O0 k O0 O0 O0 O0 190 65 1.40 ?04 -.l
--_-- O0 O0 O0 OO F O0 O0 O0 O0 84 65 1.40 898 -.I
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Figure 6(e). Effect of pivot height for sweep = 65 deg.
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SYMBOL LT LA LO LI - RI RO RA RT RUN SWEEP MACH Q BETA
[] -- O0 O0 IX) O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0 180 65 1.40 704 -.i
¢_-- O0 O0 IX) O0 Ir O0 IX) IX) O0 _ 65 1.40 898 -.I
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Figure 7(a). Effect of sweep for Math 0.60 (low pivot).
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SYMBOL LT LA LO U ^ RI RO RA RT RUN SWEEP
O0 000000 L 000000 O0 4? 0
O0 O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0 53 30
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Figure 7(b). Effeet of sweep for Math 0.80 (low pivot).
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SYMBOL LT L_ LO 12 ^ RI RO RA RT RUN SWEEP
O0 O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0 45 0
O0 O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0 51 30
O0 000000 L 000000 _ ?6 45
O0 IX) IX) L O0 O0 O0 O0 76 60
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Figure 7(b). Effect of sweep for Math 0.80 (low pivot).
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SYMBOL LT LA LO L] A R] RO RA RT RUN SWEEP MACH
O0 O0 O0 O0 k O0 O0 O0 O0 06 45 1.20
O0 O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 iX) 73 60 120
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Figure 7(c). Effect of sweep for Math 1.20 (low pivot).
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SYMBOL LT LA LO hl ,, RI RO RA RT RUN
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LT LA LO L] _ R] RO RA RT RUN
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LT LA LO U _ R] RO RA RT RUN
00 00 00 00 L 00 00 00 00 48
O0 00 00 00 L 00 0000 O0 49
O0 000000 L 000000 O0 124
O0 000000 L 000000 O0 47
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00 00 00 00 L 00 00 00 O0 4b
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Figure 8(b). Effect of Mach number for sweep = 30 deg (low pivot).
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SYMBOL LT LA LO LI ^ RI RO RA RT RUN S_EEP MACH Q BETA
[]-- O0 O0 O0O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0 53 30 .80 ?02 -.]
_,-- OO OOO0O0 L O0O0 O0 O0 52 30 .70 699 -.]
--0_ OO O0 OOO0 L OOO0O0 O0 51 30 _80 897 -J
--A_ oo oo O0oo L O0 O0O0 O0 228 30 .65 708 -.!
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LT LA LOL] _ RI RO RA RT RUN
O0 000000 L OOOO00 O0 7!
O0 000000 L 000000 O0 70
O0 O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0 69
O0 000000 L 000000 O0 08
O0 000000 L 000000 O0 67
O0 O0 0000 L 0000 O0 O0 60
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LT LA LO LI _ RI RO RA RT RUN b_EEP
O0 000000 L 000000 O0 ?1 45
O0 O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 OO O0 70 45
O0 O0 O0 04) L O0 O0 O0 O0 89 45
O0 000000 L 000000 O0 06 45
O0 O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0 67 45
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Figure 8(c). Effect of Mach number for sweep = 45 deg (low pivot).
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SYMBOL LT LA LO U A RI RO RA RT RUN SWEEP MACH Q BETA
E3_ O0 0000 O0 L O0O0 O0 O0 77 60 .'tO 702 -.I
--_-- O0 O000 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0 7e 60 80 6gg -.I
--0-- O0 O0 0000 L O0 O0 O0 O0 95 60 .95 701 -.!
.._ O0 O0 04) O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0 74 80 ].10 702 -.I
_-- oo oo oo oo L O0oo oo oo 73 60 ]20 705 -.2
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Figure 8(d). Effect of Mach number for sweep = 60 deg (low pivot).
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SYMBOL LT LA LO 13 ^ R1 RO RA RT RUN SWEEP MACH Q BETA
oo oo oo oo L O0 O0 O0 O_ 77 60 .70 ?02 -.!
O0 O0O0O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0 78 _0 .80 899 -,i
O0 O0O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0 ?5 60 .95 701 -.1
O0 O0O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0 74 60 l,lO 702 -.I
O0 0000 O0 L O0 0000 O0 ?3 60 !20 105 -.2
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LT _ LO ].I - RI RO RA RT RUN nEED MACH q BETA
_00 t 000000 O0 ]_4 85 _ _8 -.I
O0 _ _ _ L O0 00 O0 _ 193 65 _ 698 -.I
O0 O0 O0 O0 L O000 O0 O0 102 (k_ 1.10 ?10 -.I
00 O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0 19! 6_ 1.20 707 -.1























T LA LO LI _ RI RO !RAR? S_'_EP Q BETA
O0 O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0 0 109 -.1
O0 O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0 30 702 -,1
O0 O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0 45 "tO0 -.]
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Figure 9. Summary of derived aerodynamic parameters (low pivot).
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SYMBOL LT IA LO L] A RI RO RA RT SWEEP q
I"l O0 O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0 0 169
--<_-- O0 O0 O0O0 L O0 O0O0 O0 30 '702
--0-- O0 O0 O0 O_ L O0 O0 O0 O0 45 700
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LA LO LI _ R] RO RA RT SWEEP Q BETA
000000 L 000000 O0 0 169 -.l
OK)O0 O0 L 0000 O0 O0 30 70Z -.I
O0 O0 DO L 00_00 O0 45 700 -.I
O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0 60 702 -,I
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Figure 9. Summary of derived aerodynamic parameLers (low pivot).
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LA LO L] A RI RO RA RT SWEEP Q BETA
00 00 00 L 00 00 00 00 0 169 -,l
00 00 00 L 00 00 00 00 30 702 -.l
O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0 4.5 "tO0 -.l
O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0 60 702 -.]
O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0 66 898 -.l
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LT LA LO U - RI RO RA RT RUN SWEEP MAC}{ Q BETA
O0 O0 O0O0 k O0 O0O0 O0 243 0 26 169 -.I
O0 O0 O0O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0 123 0 30 247 -.I
O0 O0 O0 IX) L O0 O0O0 O0 49 0 .40 425 -.I
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L_-- O0 O0 O0 O0 L O0O0 O0 O0




RUN S_rEEP _ACH Q BETA
243 0 25 |69 -.1
123 0 .30 247 -,1
49 0 .40 425 -.1
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Figure 10. Effect of Math on stall behavior (low pivot).
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SYMBOL LT LA LO L] - R] RO RA RT RUN SWEEP
--[Z]_ O0 O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0 243 0
O0 000000 L 000000 O0 123 0
--0-- O0 O0 O0 O0 L 00_ O0 O0 4g 0
--_-- oo oooooo L oooooo oo _24 o
_.0 i_ll rill itw, till _"Ti_
_ACH Q BETA
.25 169 -. I
30 247 -.1
.40 425 -.!
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LT LA LO 1.1^ RI RO RA RT RUN SWEEP
O0 O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0 243 0
O0 O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0 [_3 0
O0 O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0 49 0
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LA LO U ^ R] RO RA RT
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000000 L 000000 O0
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RUN SWEEP MACH Q BETA
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49 0 40 425 -.I
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Figure I0. Effect of Mach on stall behavior (low pivot).
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SYMBOL LT LA LO 1.1 ^ RI RO RA RT RUN SWEEP MACH O BETA
[]-- O0 O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0 g43 0 ._._ |69 -.|
--_-- O0 O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0 I_3 0 ,30 9:47 -,1
--0-- O0 O0 O0 O0 L OC O0 O0 O0 49 0 .40 425 -,l
--/_-- O0 O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0 I;74 0 .60 678 -.1
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Figure I0. Effect of Mach on stall behavior (low pivot).
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SYMBOL LT LA LO E ^ RI R0 RA R? RUN S_EgP
--0-- O0 O0 O0 O0 1 O0 O0 O0 O0 Z43 O
--<_-- O0 O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0 123 0
--0-- O0 O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0 49 0
--_-- O0 O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O_ 124 0
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LT LA IX) L] ^ RI RO RA RT RUN SWEEP
O0 0000010 L O0 O0 O0 O0 124 0
O0 [100000 L 000000 O0 47 0
O0 000000 L 0000 O0 O0 125 0
O0 000000 L 000000 O0 [26 0
O0 O0 O0 O0 L O000 O0 O0 46 0
O0 O0000O L 000000 O0 128 0
O0 O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0 129 0
O0 000000 L 000000 O0 130 0
O0 CO0000 1, 00o000 O0 13! 0
O0 0004:)00 L 000000 O0 45 0
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Figure 11. Transonic aerodynamic characteristics for sweep = 0 deg.
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SYMBOL LT








RUN SWEEP MACH Q BETA
124 0 .50 67B -,l
47 0 .60 691 -.]
12,5 0 .65 ?06 0,0
126 0 .6_ 700 0.0
48 0 .70 704 -.I
! 28 0 .Tg 704 -. I
! 29 0 .74 706 -. I
130 0 26 702 -. |
131 0 .78 708 -]
45 0 ,80 696 -. ]
_ I I ] I I I I l I I I I I I I I I I I l P I l I I I I I I I I
LA LO L] ^ RI RO RA RT
0000 O0 L O0 O0O0 O0
oo oo oo L oo oo oo oo
O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0
000000 L O0 0000 O0
000000 L O0 0000 O0
000000 L 000000 O0
000000 L 000000 O0
000000 L 000000 O0
O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0





__._ Zl I I I I I I I l l I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
0.0 .10 .20 .30 .40
CD
I I I I.
1 1 l-
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Figure 11. Transonic aerodynamic characteristics for sweep = 0 deg.
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SYMBOL LT LA LO E ^ R] RO RA RT RUN SWEEP
_0_ O0 000000 L O0 0000 oo 124 0
_ oo 0o0o00 L 000000 O0 4'7 0
--0_ OO O0 0000 L O0 O0 O0 O0 125 0
L_ oo oo 000o L 0ooo oo oo L2e 0
--_ oo oo oooo L 0000 O0 O0 4e . _ 0
oo oo oo oo 1. OOoo oo oo 128 0
_<_-- O0 000000 L 000000 O0 129 0
--_"%_ O0 000000 L O0 0000 O0 130 0
--_ O0 _ I. 000000 O0 13J 0
--_ O0 000000 L 000000 O0 45 0









































0.0 _ [r i
_ _ _ lit 1 Ill 1111 t1 I| IIIL tl Lilt t II I ttl It II tilt
-.15 -.lO -.05 0.0 .05 .10
Cy
lilt-
I J I _--'_
.15
Figure ]l. Transonic aerodynamic characteristics for sweep = 0 deg.
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SYMBOL LT LA LO I,]^ RI RO RA RT RUN SWEEP MACH Q BETA
[]-- 00 00 00 00 L 00 00 00 00 124 0 .60 878 -.1
--O-- 00 00 00 00 L 00 00 00 00 47 0 .60 891 -,l
-- O-- 00 00 00 00 L 00 00 00 00 125 0 ._5 '_G 00
--A-- Of) 00 00 00 L 00 00 00 00 126 0 ,_ 700 0.0
--_7-- 00 00 O0 00 L 00 0O 00 00 46 0 ,70 704 -.I
_>-- 00 00 00 00 L 00 00 00 00 128 0 .72 704 -.I
--<_-- 00 00 00 00 L 00 00 00 00 129 0 .74 "t06 -.I
-- r_-- oo oo oo oo L oo oo oo oo 130 0 .76 702 -,i
--(_-- 00 00 oo oo L 00 00 00 00 939 0 .78 ?08 -.1
--c_-- O0 O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0 45 0 .80 696 -.1





Figure ll. Transonic aerodynamic characLeristics for sweep = 0 deg.
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SYMBOL LT IA LO 1.1 ^ RI RO RA RT
_D-- CO 000000 L 000000 O0
0_ oQ O0 0¢ O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0
O0 000000 L 000000 O0
_- oo oooooo L oooooo ooO0 O0 O0 O0 O0 O0 O0 IX)
_<_-- oo oooooo L 000000 O0
_lx._ oo oo_oo L 0000o0 oo
--CI-- oo _ L _oooo
_¢,-- oo _ L oo0000
1.6 Jill Ill, 'Jill I!ll
m
1.4







] 25 0 .66
126 0 .68
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LA LO IA A RI RO HA RT
0000_ I, 000000
000000 L 000000 O0
000000 L 000000 O0
00_ L 000000
DO0000 L 000000 O0
O0 _00 L 000000 O0
000000 L 000000 O0
000000 t 000000 O0
000000 1, 0000_ O0





















70 704 -. I
704 -.l
.74 'P06 -. !
.76 702 -. l
.76 708 -. l
.80 696 -. I
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11. Transonic aerodynamic characteristics for sweep = 0 deg.
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SYMBOL LT LA LO U ^ R] RO RA RT
--0-- O0 000000 L 000000 O0
--0-- _ 000000 L 000000 O0
_0-- O0 000000 L 000000
O0 000000 L OOO000 IX)
-- oo oooooo t 000000 O0O0 O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0
_- ooooooooL oooooooooo oo
--0- ooooooooL oooooooo
_-- oo oo_ L 000000













RUN SWEEP MACH Q
124 0 .50 878
47 0 .60 891
125 0 .65 706
I_6 0 .68 ?00
46 0 ."tO 704
128 0 .72 704
1-29 0 .74 700
130 0 .76 ?'02
131 0 .78 708
4_ 0 .80 698


















iL]ll 1 HI 111 till IIIlJlllt ttlli[JJl IIIIillll IIIL Illl Illl .1111
:
II]l till 1111 111]Hl_
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20
L/D






LT LA LO U - R] RO RA RT
O0 O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0
O0 O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 IX)
_] T"I" 11 I I 1 t I I
RUN SWEEP MACH Q BETA
236 45 .60 696 5.0
71 4_ .60 700 -.I
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LA LO 1.1_ RI RO RA RT RUN SWEEP
O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0 236 45
(20 O0 _ L O0 O0 O0 _ 71 45
-I I I I t I I I I I I I "[ I I I I ]' I I
MAC}{ Q BETA
.60 696 5.0
.60 700 -. i
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Figure 12. Effect of sideslip for sweep = 45 deg.
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SYMBOL LT LA LO L] - RI RO RA RT RUN SWEEP MACH Q
D_ O0 O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0 236 45 .60 696
--_-- O0 O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 IX} 71 45 ,60 700
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Figure 12. Effect of sideslip for sweep = 45 deg.
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SYMBOL LT LA LO IA ^ R] RO RA RT RUN SWEEP MACH
--[-]-- O0 O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0 236 45 .60
@-- oo oooooo L 000000 O0 _] 45 .6o


















__._ _111! till 1111 Illl Jill illl_ 1 11 [11i 11[] ill ill
-.08 -.06 -.04 -.02 0.0 .O_ .04
Cl
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Ill Illl il]i_
.06 .08
Figure 12. Effect of sideslip for sweep = 45 deg.
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LA LO Ll A RI RO RA RT RUN S'WEEP MACH Q BETA
O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0 236 45 +60 696 5.0
O0 O0 O0 L OC O0 O0 O0 71 45 .60 700 -.I
C m




T LA LO 12 - RI RO RA RT RUN SWEEP MACH q BETA
OC O0 O0 IX) i O0 O0 O0 O0 236 45 .60 696 5.0
OC O0 O0 IX) L O0 O0 O0 O0 71 46 .60 "tOO -.1
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Figure lg. Effect of sideslip for sweep = 45 deg.
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SYMBOLTLAIX)L] - RI RO RA RT RUN SWEEP MACH Q BETA
--Fl-- O0 O0 O_ O0 L O0 O0 O0 OO ;_ 45 .60 696 5.0
--_-- O0 O0 O0 iX) L O0 O0 O0 IX) 7! 4,5 .60 700 -.I
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L/D






L& LO Ll ,, R] RO RA RT RUN SWEEP
O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0 284 45
O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0 ?0 45
O0 O0 OO L O0 O0 O0 O0 235 45
1.6 _IIII IIII IIII IIII IIII
MACH q BETA
.80 702 5.0
.80 ?03 -. l
.80 700 - 5, I
















I Ill IIII Ill I
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15
l J [ LZ
20
Figure 12. Effect of sideslip for sweep = 45 deg.
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SYMBOL LT LA LO U ^ R] RObeRT RUN SWEEP MAC}I Q BETA
O0 O0O0O0 L O0O0O0 OO 234 4,5 .80 702 5.0
O0 O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0 70 45 .8_ 703 -.1
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CD
Figure 12. Effect of sideslip for sweep = 45 deg.
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SYMBOL LT LA LOL] ^ R! RO RA RT RUN SWEEp ldACH
--El-- O0 O0 O0 O0 L OO O0 O0 O0 2_ 45 80
,_-- O0 O0 O0 O0 L OO 0800 O0 ?0 45 80
--0-- O0 O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0 235 45 80
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LT LA LO N _ R]RO RA RT RUN SWEEP kIACH Q BETA
O0 O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0 234 46 .80 TO2 5.0
O0 O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0 70 45 .80 703 -.I
O0 O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0 235 45 .80 700 -5,1
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Cl
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LA LO U _ RI RO RA RT RUN SWEEP
O00QO0 L O000 O0 O0 234 45
O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0 70 45

















Figure 12. Effect of sideslip for sweep = 45 deg.
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SYMBOL LT LA LO 13 A RI RO RA RT RUN SWEEP MACH
OO O0 O0 O0 L _ O0 O0 O0 234 45 .80
O0 O0 O0 O0 L _ O0 O0 O0 70 45 .80
O0 O0 O0 O0 I_ _ O0 O0 _ 23_ 4b .80
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-.03 -.02 -.01 0.0 .01 .02
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LA LO I.I ^ RI RO RA RT RUN SWEEP MACH Q BETA
O0DOO0 L DOO0 O0 O0 234 45 .80 ?02 5.0
O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0 ?0 45 .80 ?03 -.1
O0 O0 IX) L O0 O0 O0 O0 2_6 46 .80 ?400 -5.1
_ill IIIliltll IIII IIII lllliIll lllil Ill IIII IIII III III IIII "lit
F-
1.2
1.0 _ F_ _-
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Figure 12. Effect of sideslip for sweep : 45 deg.
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SYMBOL LT LA LO 12 - RI }%0 RA RT RUN SWEEP MACH Q BETA
--O-- O0 O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0 243 0 .25 169 -.I
--_ O0 O0 30 O0 L O0 30 O0 O0 251 0 25 173 0,0
_.0 -7__U - TU [T | I | i I I 'f'l "'1 [ ! I 1 f I [ I I I I I t I ! 1 I I I
L)
0.0
--,5 i I I I I I l.l I ]_I I i i ] ! J I I I I I I I I i I J
-G 0 5 10
ALPHA
I I t I I I I I I [J_-
15 20
Figure 13. Effect of flap def]ecLion.
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SYMBOL LT LA LO U _ RIRO _ RT
_D-- O0 O0 0000 L 000000 O0
--0_ O0 003000 L 003000 O0








RUN SWEI£P MACH Q BETA
243 0 25 169 -.1
25l :: 0 .2,5 173 0.0
l I I I I l"f I _ f l I I I l I I I I I II I lilt
-.5 fill III! Ill I
0.0 .10







Figure 13. EffecL of flap deflection.
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SYMBOL
--[]-- oo oooooo L oooooo oo
I ¢ m O0 O0 30 _ L O0 30 00
1.5
1.0 m
LT LA t/9 id _ R1 RO RA RT RUN SWEEP MACH Q BETA
243 0 ,?,5 l@@ -.|
251 0 .?._ 173 0.0
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-.10 -.05 0.0
Cy
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Figure 13. Effect of flap deflection.
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SYMBOL LT LA LO 1.1A RI RO RA RT
--[]_ O0 O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0
_0_ oo o030oo L 003000 O0
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LA LO I.,] ^ RI RO RA RT
O0 0000 L O0 O0 O0 O0
O0 30 O0 L O0 30 O0 O0
_1111 Illl
Illl IIII
RUN SWEEP MACH Q BETA
243 0 .25 169 -.I
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Cm
Figure 13. Effect of flap deflection.
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SY]_BOLTLALOU _ RI RO RA RT
_D-- oo oooooo L oooooo oo
--0-- oo oo3oo_ L oo3ooo oo
/
RUN SWEEP MACH q BETA
243 0 25 169 -,!

























Figure 13. Effect of flap deflection.
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SYMBOLTLALO1.1 - RI RO RA RT RUN SWEEP MACH Q
--F1-- O0 GO O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0 243 0 2,5 16g
--_-- O0 O0 30 O0 L O0 30 O0 O0 25| 0 .2,5 173
_,0 Jill ill lillllil I]ll,llll t111 I[ll till liil III IIII 11t t111 Itl
,,.J
_._ ..... /_ z \





III IIII IIIiiiii lli llJl iJJ] JJJ] JJJJ!J]l] llll
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1111 III lilt ILII_kLt 1121 tL_
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L/O
Figure 13. Effect of flap deflection.
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SYMBOL LT LA LO L] A RI RO RA RT RUN SWEEP
_0-- O0 O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0 123 0
_<_-- O0 003000 L 003000 O0 ll? 0











I I J I I J J I IIli ] lW]] ]lJl
--.5 J I( I J I I I I I [ _ I I lI
-5 0 5
I It 1 I1 I I I itl
lO
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I l I I I I I |_ I I I 1-
15 20
Figure 13. Effect of flap deflection.
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SYMBOL LT LA LO L] _ RI RO RA RT RUN
_C]_ O0 000000 L 000000 O0 IZ3








SWEEP MACH Q BETA
0 30 g47 -.I
0 .30 244 0.0
ii 11 I I 111 Itl I I I t t t III
-,5 1 I I I I III IIII IIII II11
0.0 .i0 .20
I I 1 T





Figure 13. Effect of flap deflection.
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SYMBOL LT LA LO L] - Rl RO RA RT RUN SWEEP MACH Q BETA
-- []-- O0 O0 O0 O0 L OO O0 O0 O0 123 0 .30 247 -.I
_-- O0 O0 30 O0 L O0 30 O00_ ll? 0 .30 244 0,0





















Figure 13. Effect of flap deflection.
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SYMBOL LT LA LO 1.I A RI RO RA RT RUN
--13-- oo oooooo L 000000 O0 123
--0-- O0 O0 30 O0 L O0 30 O0 IX) If?
_.0 _1111 tlil Iltl II'll"H"il lilt lit
_EEP MACH Q BETA
0 .30 247 -.I
0 .30 244 0.0







--.5 _111 Illl till Iltl llll Ill
-.08 -.06 -.04 -.02
I_L 111! ]Ill Itll Iit III IlJ!IJll IIII II1_
0.0 .02 .04 .06 08
C]
Figure 13. Effect of flap deflection.
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SYMBOL LT LA LO L] A RI RO RA RT RUN SWEEP MACH Q BETA
[]-- O0 O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0 123 0 ._ 247 -.!
--_-- O0 003000 t 003000 O0 ll? 0 .30 244 0.0














Figure 13. Effect of flap deflection.
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SYMBOLTLALO12^ RIRORART RUN SWEEP
--O-- O0 O0 O0 O0 L 0000 O0 O0 123 0
--.(_-- O0 O0 30 O0 L O0 30 DO O0 ]|7 0
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T LA LO L1 _ R1 RO RA RT
O0 O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0
O0 O0 30 O0 L O0 30 O0 iX)
'11111 Itl IIII IIII Iltl till
_ _,_"
RUN S_EEP MACH Q BETA
123 0 30 247 -.!
117 0 .30 244 0,0
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Figure 13. Effect of flap deflection.
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SYMBOL LT LA LO L] ^ R] RO RA RT RUN 5_EZP MACH
--0-- O0 O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0 49 0 .40
--_>-- O0 O0 30 O0 L O0 30 O0 IX) I16 0 .40









--.5 I III I I I I I I I I I I[l
-5 0 5
J It I IIII I I I 1
10
ALPHA
III t It 1 I i t i[-
15 _0










LA LO U _ RI RO RA RT
UO0000 L 000000 O0
O0 30 O0 L O0 30 O0 O0
RUN SWEEP MACH Q BETA
49 0 ,40 425 -.1
116 0 .40 433 0,0
I I I I
L
; 'l I # "1 ]' _ I
iJ
t II I I"1 i t _ I I # I I I I I I I I'_ I I _ I
__._ ] J I i tl [ J tllJ
0.0 .10
It 11 I I [ I I I I I 1 [ I I
.20 .30
CD
I l 11 1 1 I [ 1 1 II
.40 .50
Figure 13. Effect of flap deflection.
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SYMBOL LT LA LO L] - R] RO RA RT RUN S_EEP
Q_ O0 O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0 49 0
--,¢_ O0 O0 30 O0 L _ 30 O0 IX) l l6 0






















I I I 1"-
.15
Cy





LT LA LO L] - RI RO RA RT RUN SWEEP MACH Q
O0 O0 O0 O0 L O0 CO O0 O0 49' 0 40 425
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Figure 13. Effect of flap deflection.
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SYMBOL LT L4 LO LI _ RI RO P,_ RT RUN SWEEP ldACll Q BETA
--[]-- O0 00 IX) IX) L O0 O0 O0 O0 49 0 40 425 -.l
--_-- O0 O0 30 DO L O0 30 O0 DO I18 0 .40 433 0.0
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Figure 13. Effect of flap deflection.
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SYMBOL LT LA LO U ^ RI RO RA RT RUN SWEEP MACH Q BETA
[]-- O0 O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 DO 49 0 .40 425 -.1
_ O0 O0 30 O0 L O0 30 O0 O0 116 0 .40 433 0.0

























LA LO LI- Rl RO RA RT RUN SWEEP MACH Q BETA
O0 Oil O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0 49 0 .40 425 -.I
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LT LA LO L] ,- R1 RO RA RT
O0 I0 O0 O0 L O0 00-10 O0
0OOO04) L _oooo
-I t I' I I I I 1 i I I I
RUN.... SWEEP MACH Q BETA
178 0 .60 ?02 -.I
47 0 .60 69 ! -.I
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_ _ 1 [ I I I i I 1 I I I I I I I I I 1.1.1 t I I J ] i I I 1 l I | I I I I 1--
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ALPHA
Figure 14(a). Effect of aileron deflection for sweep = 0 deg.
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SYMBOLT LA LO 1.1^ RI RO RA RT RUN _EEP MACH Q BETA
--0-- O0 I0 O0 O0 L O0 00-I0 O0 I78 0 .60 _2 -i
--_,_ O0 O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0 47 0 .60 _I -.I
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Figure 14(a). Effect of aileron deflection for sweep = 0 deg
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SYMBOLT




LA LO I.I _ RI RO RA RT
IO O0 O0 L O0 O0-lO O0
OOOO0_ L 000000 O_
RUN SWEEP MACH Q BETA
178 0 .00 702 -.I
47 0 .q_O 691 -.I
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Figure 14(a). Effect of aileron deflection for sweep = 0 deg.
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SY_JBOL LT LA LO L] _ RI RO RA RT RUN S_/EEP
_O-- oo Iooooo L oo00-10 OO 178 o
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Figure 14(a). Effect of aileron deflection for sweep = 0 deg,
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LA LO ]J ^ RI RO RA RT
100000 L 0000-10 O0
000000 L 000000 O0
CITI









LA LO E - R] RO RA RT
100000 L O000-10 O0







RUN SWEEP MAC]_ Q BETA
178 0 £_0 702 -.l
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Figure 14(a). Effect of aileron deflection for sweep : 0 deg.
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SYMBOL LT _ LO 13 ^ R1 RO RA RT
_E3-- O0 I00000 L oooo-Io oo
--,_-- oo oooooo L 000ooo oo
1.6 _lll iiii ili!llll liil iii
I.
RUN SWEEP MACH Q BETA
178 0 .60 702 -. !
47 0 .60 691 -. 1
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LT _ LO U _ RI RO _ RT RUN SWEEP HACH Q BETA
O0 I0 O0 O0 L O0 O0-lO O0 177 0 60 705 -d
O0 O0 O0 O0 L 00 O0 O0 O0 45 0 O0 096 -.I
6 _T I { I "1 '1 I I [ { { { I { I I I I I I f''lI [;_ I I f I I I t I I I I ]
.....
Till-
I I I F'_
2O
Figure 14(a). Effect of aileron deflection for sweep = 0 deg.
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SYMBOL LTLA LOL] _ RI RO RA RT RUN S_EEP MACH Q BETA
O_ oo IO Oo oo k O0 00-10 O0 177 0 .BO ?05 -.I
--_-- O0 oo O0 0¢) L O0 O0 O0 O0 45 _ 0 .60 B96 -.I
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Figure 14(a). Effect of aileron deflection for sweep = 0 deg.
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SYMBOL LT LA LO L] - RI RO RA RT RUN SWEEP MACH Q BETA
D-- O0 I0 O0 O0 L O0 O0-lO O0 171 O .80 705 -.1
--,_-- O0 O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0 45 0 .80 696 -.I
1.6
Figure 14(a). Effect of aileron deflection for sweep = 0 deg.
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SYMBOL LT LA LO L] A RI RO RA RT RUN SWEEP MACH
=
[]_ oo 1o oo oo L oooo-lo oo 177 o eo
_-- oo oo oo o_ L O0 0000 O0 45 0 80
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Figure 14(a). Effect of aileron deflection for sweep = 0 deg
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SYMBOL L? LA LO L] A RI RO RA RT RUN SWEEP MACH
--0-- O_ lO O0 O0 L O0 00-10 O0 177 0 ,80
--_-- 00 000000 L 000000 O0 45 0 .80
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Figure 14(a). Effect of aileron deflection for sweep = 0 deg.
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SYMBOL LT LA LO l.l_ RIRO RA RT RUN SWEEP MACH Q BETA
1-1-- oo I0 Ix} oo L O0 00-10 O0 177 0 80 705 -.1
_-- O0 O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0 45 0 .80 696 -.I
























Figure 14(a). Effect of aileron deflection for sweep = 0 deE.
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SYMBOL LT LA LO LI^ R] RO RA RT RUN S'WEEP UACH Q BETA
O O0 10 O0 O0 L O0 O0-10 00 177 0 .80 705 -.]
--_ O0 O0 O0 00 L O0 O0 O0 O0 45 0 .,_0 6_ -.]
].6 l.ii ititjllt tilt ill tilt ttl ttll!tlt itll i11 itll ill ltll tll lit ilti lit ill t11.1
1.4
0.0
_ _ _tii III LLtl Illiititt IIII IIII III1 Ill _iJl lltl ll_-I lilt Illl Illl I111Jll Ill liil!lll_
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20
L/D
Figure 14(a). Effect of aileron deflection for sweep = 0 deg.
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SYMBOL LT L& LO L] * R] RO RA RT
--[]-- oo Iooo oo L O000-JO O0
--<_ O0 0o0000 L 000000 O0
--0-- oo-looooo _. oooolo oo
































I I II lJl.l 111 I I fl I
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I l.Jl I 1 I l
10
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-- 0 -- oo
LT LA LO U _ RI RO RA RT
O0 I0 O0O0 L O000-10 O0
00000_ i, 00OOOO O0
-10 O0 O0 L O0 O0 10 O0







RUN SWEEP MACtt q BETA
I79 30 60 893 -.I
53 30 60 702 -.I
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LT LA LO l.J ^ RI RO RA RT
O0 100000 L 0000-1o O0
O0 O0 O0 O0 L OO O0 O0 (14)
O0 -I0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 I0 O0
RUN SWEEP MACH Q BETA
179 30 .60 693 -.I
53 30 .60 702 - 1
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-.15 -.10 -.05 0.0 .05 .10
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LT L& LO L] _ R| RO RA RT RUN SWEEP MACH q
O0 t0 O0 O0 L O0 00-10 O0 179 30 .80 693
O0 O0 O0 O0 !. O0 O0 O0 O0 53 30 .60 702
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Figure 14(b). Effect of aileron deflection for sweep = 30 deg.
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SYMBOL LT LA LO L] * R] RO RA RT
_o-- oo 10oooo L 0000-10O0
_0-- oo oooooo L 000000 O0
--9-- 00-]00000 L 000010 O0
1.6 j_'j 3J,p JJJl-J_l
RUN SWEEP MACH Q
179 30 ,60 693
53 30 .60 702
202 30 .60 699
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Figure 14(b). Effect of aileron deflection for sweep : 30 deE.
285
SYMBOL LT IA LO U _ RI RO RA RT RUN SWEEP I_ACH Q BETA
-- IZ]-- O0 IO O0 O0 L O0 00-10 O0 179 30 ,60 693 -,1
--_-- oo IX) O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0 53 30 .60 702 -.I
-- O-- O0 -!0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 10 O0 202 30 .60 699 -,l
].6 ..ii i i i i i i t i i i i i i i i i I I i i i i l i l i i i I I I I i I i I i i i iiii-
1.4
rj
lilt II11 ]LII Illl Ilia lilt Jill Itil lit




Figure 14(b). Effect of aileron deflection for sweep = 30 deg.
286
SYMBOL LT LA LO 13 ^ R] RO RA RT RUN SWEEP MACH Q
-- D-- O0 IO I)0 O0 L O0 00-30 O0 ]79 30 .80 893
--_-- O0 O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 IX) 53 30 ,60 ?02
O-- O0 -tO O0 O0 L O0 O0 i0 O0 202 30 .60 699
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Figure 14(b). Effect of aileron deflection for sweep = 30 deg.
287
SYMBOL LT LA LO N ^ RI RO RA RT RUN SWEEP MAC]{ Q
O0 IO O000 L O0 00-]0 O0 180 30 80 "t'O,I
O0 O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0 5l 30 .80 697
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Figure 14(b). Effect of aileron deflection for sweep = 30 deg.
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SYMBOL LT IA LO 12 ^ RI RO RA RT
_E]-- O0 lO0000 L 00_-I0 O0
--<_-- O0 o00o00 t o00000 OO





I'I I I ITI I
MACH Q BETA
._ _4 -.I
._ 697 -. I
._ 701 -.I
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Figure 14(b). Effect of aileron deflection for sweep = 30 deg.
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SYMBOL LT LA LO L] _ RI RO RA RT RUN SWEEP
--Q-- O0 10 O0 O0 L O0 00-10 O0 180 30
O0 000000 L oooooo oo 5! 30
--0_ O0 -lO 0000 I. O0O0 lO O0 201 30
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Figure 14(b). Effect of aileron deflection for sweep = 30 deg.
SYMBOL LT LA LiD L] ^ R] RO RA RT RUN SWEEP MACH q BETA
-- F-I-- O0 lO O0 O0 L O0 O0-10 O0 180 30 .80 704 -.l
O0 O0 00 00 L O0 O0 O0 O0 51 30 .80 697 -.I
_0-- O0 -lO O0 O0 L O0 O0 I0 O0 201 30 .80 "101 -.I
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Figure 14(b). Effect of aileron deflection lor sweep = 30 deg.
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SYMBOL LT LA LO U ^ R] RO RA RT RUN
C]_ O0 I0 O0 O0 L O0 00-10 O0 180
--<_-- O0 O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0 51
--0_ 00-1000 OO L o_ oo 10 O0 201
1.6 -I ] I I ! I i 1 1 i 1 1 [I 1 I I I I I
SWEEP MACH Q BETA
30 .80 704 -. l
30 .80 697 -. l
30 .80 701 -,1
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Figure 14(b). Effect of aileron deflecLion for sweep : 30 deg.
292
SYMBOL LT LA LO 1.1 ^ R! RO RA RT
_r-I-- O0 100000 L O000-tO O0
_<_ O0 000000 L O0 0000 O0
--0-- 00-_00000 ]., 0000 I0 DO









RUN SWEEP MACFI Q BETA
lBO 30 ,,80 704 -.1
51 30 .80 697 -.1
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LA LO l.J _ RI RO RA RT RUN b--'WEEP MACH Q BETA
I0 O0O0 L O0 00-10 O0 180 SO .80 704 -J
O0 O0 O0 L OC O0 (30 O0 GI 30 _80 6_7 -J
-I0 O0 O0 I, O0 O0 I0 O0 201 30 .80 701 -,1
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Figure 14(b). Effect of aileron deflection for sweep = 30 deg.
294
SYMBOL LT LA LO [J ,, R] RO RA RT
-- []-- O0 ]0 O0 O0 k O0 00-]0 O0
--0-- O0 O0 _ _ L O0 O0 O0
--0-- O0 -]0 OO O0 L _ O0 IO O0
1.6
1.4




RUN b-WEEP MACH Q BETA
183 45 .60 698 -, I
?] 45 .60 ?00 -.l
200 45 .60 902 -3
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Figure 14(c). Effect of aileron deflection for sweep = 45 deg
295
SYMBOL L'I' LA LO U _ RI RO _ RT RUN
O0 I0O0O0 L O000-I0O0 183
O0 O0 04)O0 L O0 O0O0 O0 71
O0-I0O0O0 L O0DOI0 O0 200

















SWEEP MACH Q BETA
45 .60 698 -.!
45 .60 700 --I
45 .60 702 -.I
I I I I I I l I I I I I I I I I l I I I I I I[-
jv
= .......
llil IIII I111 IllJ llll I III II II Illl lll_
.10 .20 .30 .40 .5O
CD















LA LO LI A RI RO RA RT
I000 O0 L O0 O0-lO
0000 O0 L O0 0000 O0
-I0 O0 O0 L O0 IX) I0 00
RUN SWEEP MACH Q BETA
183 45 ,00 698 -.I
?l 45 .60 ?00 -.1
200 45 .80 702 -.I
0.0




till il II llll I III Jill III L
,., , , .... , ,,,,
]11; J}JJ JJ_J. lJJ| i Ill JJJ] Ji}i iJiJ Jl.JI JJI_
-.I0 -05 O0 05 .i0 .)5
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LT LA LO H _ R] RO RA RT RUN SWEEP MACH q BETA
O0 10 O0O0 L O000-I0 O0 183 45 80 698 -.I
O0 O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0 7! 45 60 700 -.I
OO -10 O0 O0 L O0 O0 tO O0 200 45 60 702 -.i
___ _|7 illl IIII I III IIII Ill] ili11 llll IIII IIII llll III [llfl III III_
o.o- J t
-.2









Figure 14(c). Effect of aileron deflection for sweep = 45 deg.
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SYMBOL LT LA LO E ^ R] RO RA RT RUN SWEEP MACH Q BETA
-- [3-- O0 10 O0 O0 L O0 00-10 O0 183 45 .60 698 -.I
_-- O0 O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0 ?1 ,15 .60 700 -.1
-- O-- O0 -30 O0 O0 I, O0 DO 10 O0 200 ,15 .60 "/02 -A
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LA LO L] A R] RO RA RT RUN SWEEP MACIf Q BETA
IO O0 O0 L O0 00-10 O0 L83 45 .80 898 -.I
O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0 71 45 .60 700 -.I
-lO O0 O0 I. 04) 04) |0 O0 200 4,5 .60 702 -.1
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Figure 14(c). Effect of aileron deflection for sweep = 45 deg.
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SYMBOLTl_ LOL]^ RIRORART RUN SWEEP MAC]{ Q BETA
--f-I-- O0 10 O0 90 L O0 OO-JO O0 183 ,15 +60 (]98 -.l
C O0 O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0O0 O0 ?l 45 ._ ?00 -.I
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LT LA LO 12 ^ R] RO IRA RT RUN SWEEP MACH Q BETA
O0 I0 O0 O0 t O0 00-I0 O0 182 45 .80 ?02 -.I
O0 O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0 ?0 45 .80 703 -.]
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Figure 14(c). Effect of aileron deflection for sweep : 45 deg.
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SYMBOL LT Lk LO L] ,, RI RO RA RT
[-I-- oo IO O0 O0 k oo 00-10 O0
_>-- O0 0oooo0 L o00o00 O0
o-- oo-1ooooo L _1o oo
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Figure 14(e). Effect of aileron deflection for sweep = 45 deg.
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SYMBOL LT LA LO L] ^ R] RO RA RT
_['-]-- O0 I00000 k O000-lO O0
--_-- O0 O0 O0O0 L O0 O0 O0 0¢




RUN SWEEP MACH Q BETA
182 45 ,80 702 -. I
?0 4,5 .80 ?O3 -.I
199 45 .80 702 -,I
111 1tl IIit t11! III Ill Ili tll ltl
Cy





LT 1_ LO 12 _ RI RO RA RT
O0 10 00 O0 L O0 00-10 O0
O0 O0 O0 O0 I, O0 O0 O0 O0
O0 -10 O0 O0 L IX) IX} 10 O0
RUN SWEEP MACH Q
182 45 .80 ?02
7o 45 .80 703
199 45 .BO 702
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Figure 14(c). Effect of aileron deflection for sweep = 45 deg.
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SYMBOL LT LA LO L] _ RI RO RA RT RUN SWEEP MACH Q
--[]_ O0 10 O0 00 L OC00-10 O0 182 45 .80 ?02
_ O0 O0 O0 00 L O0 O0 O0 O0 ?0 45 80 703
--0-- O0 -10 O0 O0 L O0 O0 I0 O0 199 45 .80 ?02
1.6 -!1 II I III II11 I11 11II Illl Iit Ill I I l
1.4
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Figure 14(c). Effect of aileron deflection for sweep = 45 deg.
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SYMBOL LT LA LO U _ R] RO RA RT RUN SWEEP MACH Q BETA
-- D-- oo 10 00 oo L O0 00-]0 O0 182 45 .80 ';'02 -4
<_ oo oo oo oo L O0 O0 O0 O0 70 45 .80 ?03 -,!
--0_ oo-_o oo oo l, ooo_ lo oo ig9 45 .80 ?02 -.i
- 1.6 -3 I I I I i I I ']' I t I I I t t I I I I I I | 1 I I I I I I I 11 I I I I I I I
1.4
IIIL
1.2 ............. _- '
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Figure 14(c). Effect of aileron deflection for sweep = 45 deg.
307
SYMBOL LT LA LO 1,1^ RI RO RA RT RUN SWEEP _ACH Q BETA
-- []-- oO 10 oo oo L oo 00-10 O0 182 45 .80 ?02 -.1
--,_-- oo oo oo oo L oo oo oo oo ?0 4,5 ao 703 -.I
--O-- O0 -10 O0 O0 L O0 O0 lO O0 199 45 .80 V02 -.1
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Figure 14(c). EffeeL of ai]eron deflection for sweep = 45 deg.
308
SYMBOL LT LA LO L] ^ RI RO RA RT RUN SWEEP MACH Q BETA
[]-- co lo O_ (I_ L 00 OO-IO O0 18! 45 1.20 708 -.I
<_ O0 O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O_ 66 45 1.20 703 -.Z
O_ OU -lO O0 O0 L O0 OO ]0 O0 198 45 t.20 701 -.I




Figure 14(e). Effect of aileron deflection for sweep = 45 deg.
309
SYMBOL LT LA LO L]_ R] RO RA RT RUN
--0-- oo looooo L ooo0-1ooo :Sl
--0-- o_-sooooo L oo_io oo _8













SWEEP MACH Q BETA
45 1.80 708 -.!
45 1.20 703 - .2
45 ] .20 701 -.l
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Figure 14(c). Effect of aileron deflection for sweep = 45 deg.
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SYMBOL LT LA LO U ^ RI RO RA RT
_0-- O0 ]00000 1, 0000-]0 O0
¢_-- O0 O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0
C)_ O0 -10 O0 O0 L O0 O0 10 O0
RUN S_EEP MACH Q BETA
lSJ 45 1.20 706 -.l
66 45 1.20 703 - ,2
198 45 t 20 70 ! -. !
IIII IIII III Illl lIIl IIII II I k
IIIM
Cy


















LA LO L] " R] RO RA RT RUN SIEEP Q
lO O0 O0 L O000-10 O0 181 45 ?08
O0O0 O0 L O0O0 O0 O0 66 45 703
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Figure 14(c). Effect of aileron deflection for sweep = 45 deg.
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SYMBOLTIA LOU ^ RI RO RA RT
_E]-- oo !0oooo L oooo-lo oo
--_-- O0 O0 oo oo L O0 O0 oo O0
O-- oo-looooo L oo_ojo oo
1.6 j.,_ I III |111 111 I
RUN SWEEP MACH Q BETA
181 ,15 120 "tO8 -. I
66 45 120 ?03 -.2
198 45 1.20 701 -.1
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Figure 14(c). Effect of aileron deflection for sweep = 45 deg.
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SYMBOL LT IA LO L] ^ RI RO RA RT RUN SWEEP MACH Q BETA
-- []-- OD I0 O0 O0 I, O0 00-I0 O0 181 45 1.20 ?06 -.I
O0 O0 O_ O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0 66 45 1.20 703 -.2
O-- O0 -10 O0 O0 I, O0 O0 |0 O0 198 45 1.20 701 -.I
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-- 0 _ oo
LA LOLl ^ RI RO RA RT
lO0000 L O000-lO O0
O0 O0 _ L O0 O0 O0 O0
-100000 L 0000 i0 O0
RUN SWEEP MACH Q BETA
181 ,If> 1.20 ?06 -,I
66 45 I .ZO 703 -.2
Ig8 45 1.20 701 -.I
1.4 .......
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Figure 14(c). Effect of aileron deflection for sweep = 45 deg.
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SYMBOL LT LA LO U A RI RO RA RT
--0-- OG 100000 L O00O-IO O0
<_-- O0 000000 L 000000 O0
--0-- oo -zooooo L _ oo 1o oo
1.6 _f iiI ii Ii iiJi
RUN SWEEP MACH Q BETA
186 65 .80 895 -. I
194 65 .IT,_ 698 -.!
19? 65 .60 893 -. I
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LT LA LO L] A RI RO RA RT
O0 10 O0 O0 L O0 O0-]O DO
O0 O0O0 O0 L O0O0 O0 O0
O0 -lO O0 O0 L O00_ 10 O0
],6 --_ i i i i i i i i i i-i
1.4
1.2 -
RUN SWEEP MACH Q BETA
IBe, 6,5 .80 695 -.J
194 65 .60 698 -. l
197 65 .80 693 -.!
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Figure 14(d). Effect of aileron deflection for sweep = 65 deg.
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SYMBOL LT LA LO !.1 _ R] RO RA RT RUN SWEEP IdACH Q BETA
-- []-- O0 10 O0 O0 h O0 00-10 O0 186 (]5 .60 695 -.I
_-- O0 O0O0 O0 L O0 O0O0 O0 194 65 60 698 -.I
-- O-- O0 -IC O0 O0 L O0 O0 tO O0 lg7 65 .60 (193 -.i





Figure 14(d). Effect of aileron deflection for sweep = 65 deg.
318
SYMBOL LT LA LO l_ * RI RO RA RT
O0 10 O0 O0 L O0 00-10 O0
O0 000000 L 0100000 O0
O0 -I0 O0 O0 h O0 OO10 O0











RUN . SWEEP MACH Q BETA
186 65 .60 695 -.I
194 .... 65 .60 698 -.I
197 65 ,60 693 -,I
.2
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Figure 14(d). Effect of aileron deflection for sweep = 65 deg.
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SYMBOL LT LA LO LI _ RI RO RA RT RUN SWEEP MAC}{
_E}-- oo Io oo oo L 0000-10 Oo 186 85 .6o
--_-- oo oo oo O0 L O0 O0 O0 oo 194 65 60
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LA LO L] _ RI RO RA RT RUN SWEEP
!0 O0 O0 t O0 00-10 O0 186 66
O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0 I94 65
-IO O0 O0 L O0 O0 I0 O0 lg? 66
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LT LA LO LI_ R] RO RA RT RUN SWEEP MACII q BETA
oo lOoo00 L O000-I0 O0 186 85 .60 095 -.I
O0 O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0 11}4 65 60 6_ *.I
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Figure 14(d). Effect of aileron deflection for sweep = 65 deg.
322
SYMBOL LT LA LO LI* RI RO RA RT RUN SWEEP
--0-- oo 100000 L 0000-10 O0 ;aS 65
_ oo oo oooo L 000000 oo ig3 65
--0_ oo-;ooo OO L 0000 JO O0 ]ge 66
1.6 _1 j j _ j j _ ( I i J ) J J I I I I [ J
MACH Q BETA
._,0 692 -. !
.80 698 -. l
.80 700 -. l
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Figure 14(d). Effect of aileron deflection for sweep = 65 deg.
323
SY_dBOL LT LA LO L] _ R| RO RA RT RUN b_EEP _fkCH Q BETA
-- C]-- oo lo oO oo L O0 00-I0 O0 185 B5 .80 egz -.!
--_-- O0 O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0 Ig3 65 .80 698 -.!
--0_ O0 -I0 O0 O0 L O0 _ I0 O0 I_ 65 .84) 700 -.!
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LA LO 1.3 " RI RO RA RT RUN SWEEP
]o oo oo L O0 00-I0 O0 J85 05
O00OoO L O0 0000 OO 103 65
-Iooooo L 0000 ]0 O0 19e 60
I-.6 _i_i lilt fltl Eitl _l_tl,_l
1.4
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Figure 14(d). Effect of aileron deflection for sweep : 65 deg.
325
SYMBOL LT LA LO 1.1 A R] RO RA RT RUN
--[]-- O0 I0 O0 O0 L O0 00-10 O0 185
--_-- oo O000 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0 193
--0-- O0 -10 O0 O0 L O0 O0 I0 O0 196
1.6 3-,l_'"["lt, ,,,, ,,lltl,li,l,Iltlll
I I
SWEEP MACH q BETA
65 .80 692 -.l
65 .80 698 -.I
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Figure 14(d). Effect of aileron deflection for sweep = 65 deg.
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SYMBOL LT LA LO 1,1* RI RO RA RT RUN
[]_ O0 I0 0000 L 0000-10 O0 18,_
--_-- O0 O000 00 L O0 O0 O0 O0 lg3

























LT LA LO L_ _ R] RO RA RT RUN SWEEP MACH Q BETA
O0 10 O0 O0 L O0 00-10 O0 185 65 .80 _92 -.!
O0 O0 0(} O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0 193 65 .80 698 -.I
O0 -10 O0 O0 L O0 O0 I0 O0 196 65 BO 700 -.I
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LT LA LO U _ RI RO RA RT RUN SWEEP MACH Q BETA
oo I0 O0 00 L O0 00-I0 O0 185 B5 ,80 892 -,l
O0 00 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0 193 85 .80 898 -,!
O0 -lO O0 O0 L O0 O0 10 O0 196 65 ,80 700 -,I
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Figure 14(d). Effect of aileron deflection for sweep = 65 deg.
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SYMBOL LT LA LO 1.1_ R1 RO RA RT RUN SWEEP
--[]-- O0 I0 O00_ L O0 00-!0 O0 184 85
0-- oo OO Oo oo L OO oo oo oo 191 65
--0_ O0 -1o 0ooo L OO oo lo oo L95 t_
1.6 _1 ill i i i t i i i I i i i i i i i i
MACH q BETA
120 ?01 -.1
| .20 707 -. ]
1._ 709 -. 1
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I-
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IA LO H _ RI RO P_ RT
I0O0O0 L O000-I0 O0
O00_ O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0
-I0 O0 O0 L _ O0 I0 O0
RUN 5nNEEP MACH Q BETA
184 65 1.20 701 -.!
191 65 120 707 -i|
195 65 1.20 709 -.1
E
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LT LA LO U _ RI RO RA RT RUN
O0 I0 0000 L O0 O0-lO O0 184
O0 O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0 191
O0 -i0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 |0 O0 195
SWEEP MACH Q BETA
05 1.20 701 -.I
65 1.20 707 -.I
65 ! .20 7O9 -. !










_._ ZIII| llli II11 llil II1_ Ilil Iltt Itll till illi IIIF
-.]5 -.10 -05 0.0 .05 .]0 .15
Cy




LT LA LO 12 ^ RI RO RA RT
O0 lO _ O_ L O0 00-I0 O0
O0 O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0
O0 -lO O0 O0 L IX) IX3 I0 O0
RUN SWEEP MACH q BETA
184 05 1.20 'rOl -.I
i_l 65 1.20 707 -.I
195 66 1.20 709 -.I
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Figure 14(d). Effect of aileron deflection for sweep = 65 deg.
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SYMBOL LT LA LO L] - RI RO RA RT RUN
--0-- oo 1ooooo L 0000-10 O0 184
--<_-- O0 0000 O0 L 0000 O0 O0 191
_0-- o0-_o_0o L O000lO oo ]g5
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Figure 14(d). Effect of aileron deflection for sweep = 65 deg.
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SYMBOL LT LA LO IJ _ R! RO RA RT
[]-- O0 lO OC O_ k O0 00-10 O0
O0 00_ O0 L O0 0000 O0
O-- oo-iooooo L 0000 10 O0
1.6 _1 i i i t i 1 i i i i i i i i i
1.4
RUN SWEEP MACH Q BETA
IB4 65 120 70] -.]
I_l 65 ].20 707 -.l
195 65 ].20 709 -.]
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Figure 14(d). Effect of aileron deflection for sweep = 65 deg.
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SYMBOL LT LA LO L] ^ R] RO RA RT RUN SWEEP MACH Q BETA
--[]-- oo 10 oo oo L O0 oo I0 00 184 66 1.20 701 -.!
_ oo O0 oo oo L O0 O0 O0 O0 IDI 65 1.20 707 -.!
0 _ O0 -10 O0 O0 L O0 O0 10 O0 lgb 8b I,_0 709 -3
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LA LO L] ^ RI RO RA RT
O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0
O0 00 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O_
'"11 I I I I"l I I I I
RUN SWEEP MACN Q BETA
70 45 .80 703 -.!
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Figure 15. Effect of reduced dynamic pressure.
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SYMBOL LT LA LO L__ R] RO RA RT RUN SWEEP MACH q BETA
--E]-- O0 oo_oo t ooo00o eo ?0 45 .80 703 -.]
_-- oo O0 0¢ 00 L O0 O0 O0 DO 24? 45 .80 3|3 -.I
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Figure 15. Effect of reduced dynamic pressure.
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SYIdBOL LT LA LO L] ^ RI RO RA ]fiT
_D-- oo 0ooooo L oooooo oo
--0-- oo 00o000 L 000000 Oo
1.6 _1 i ! i il 1 i t i i i I i i t
1.4
RUN SWEEP UACH Q BETA
70 45 .80 ?03 -.!
247 45 .50 313 -.l
i i i [ ll I I I I-l t I I I I i I I I 1 I_ I ] 1L
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Figure 15. Effect of reduced dynamic pressure.
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SYMBOL LT LA LO 1.1 - R] RO RA RT RUN
O0 O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0 ?0
O0 O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0 ;747









SWEEP MACH Q BETA
45 ,80 703 -.I
46 .80 _13 -.I
III IIII IIII IIII III
0.0
 ilili-I-
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-.08 -.06 -.04 -.02 0.0 ,02 .04




Figure 15. Effect of reduced dynamic pressure.
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LA LO U ^ RI RO RA RT
O0 O0 O0 k O0 O0 O0 O0
O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0
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LA LO L] _ R] RO RA RT RUN
1300000 L 000000 O0 70
O0 O0 O0 L OO O0 O0 O0 247
Z]-I-I_-_VFT-T - _]_I I _ I i I I I I
SWEEP MACH Q BETA
,15 .80 "/03 -.l
45 ,80 313 -.I
I I i I I I I I I I I I 'I' [ I"I I [ i I I I I I I IIk
j,
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LA LO L] ^ R] RO RA RT RUN SWEEP
O0 O0 O0 k O0 O0 O0 O0 ?0 45
O0 O0 _ L O0 O0 O0 O0 24? 45
__lll_ ttliilir'l IIJl,llll ]lllillll tttlitlt t111!111
1.4 - _--t
MACH Q BETA
.80 ?03 -. I
.80 3]3 -.I
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Figure 15. Effect of reduced dynamic pressure.
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SYMBOL LT hk LO I,l_ RI RO RA RT
--[]-- O0 O0 O0 _ L O0 O0 O0





RUN SWEEP MACH Q BETA
48 0 30 240 -.]
] 23 0 30 247 -, 1
I I i I I I I I m I I I I I I I I I I I I I .I I I_I
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LA LO 12 _ RI RO RA RT
O0 _ 04) L O000 O0





RUN SWEEP MACH Q BETA
4/] 0 ,30 240 -.I
123 0 .30 24 ? -. I
/
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Figure 16. Repeat runs.
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SYMBOLT









LA LO L] _ RI RO RA RT
O0 O0 O0 L 09 OO O0 (X_
O0 O0 DO L O0 O0 O0 DO
_1[_ IIII
RUN SWEEP HACH Q BETA
48 0 30 240 -.I
IZ3 0 .30 Z47 -.I
Ill
............... (
II tl Illl Ill filL
0.0 -






















T LA LO LI ^ R] RO RA RT RUN SWEEP MACH q BETA
48 0 .30 240 -.!
flY3 0 .30 247 -.1
O0 O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0
O0 O0 O0 O0 L O0 08 O0 DO
_llt III 111 I[[ Iltl ill Itil II L
, , =
III I[I III III III II1't t_1
.2
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Figure 16. Repeat runs.
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SYMBOL LT LA LO 1J A RI RO RA RT
--O-- O0 0000 O0 L O0 0000 O0





























LA LO L] - RI RO RA RT RUN
O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0 4B
O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0 123
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LT LA LO IJ _ R] RO RA RT RUN S_EEP MACH Q BETA
O0 _ O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 _ 48 0 ._ 2&O -.I
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LT LA LO LJ _ RI RO RA RT RUN SWEEP
oo oo oo Ix) L oo oo oo oo 46 0
O0 oo IX) O0 L 00 O0 O0 O0 127 0
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LA LO I.I- RI RO RA RT
O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0
O0 DO L O0 O0 O0 O0
-I I I I I 1 I I I _ I t
RUN SWEEP MACH Q BETA
46 0 .70 704 -.I
127 0 ,?0 704 -. I
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Figure 16. Repeat runs.
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SYMBOL LT LA LO U _ RI RO RA RT RUN SWEEP MACH Q
-- []-- O0 O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0 46 0 ,70 704
--_-- O0 O0 O000 L O0 O0 O0 00 127 0 .70 704
























Figure 16. Repeat runs.
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SYMBOL LT LA LO L] - RI RO RA RT
--0-- O0 O0 O0 O0 L OO O0 O0 O0
--©-- oo oooooo L o0oooo oo
1.6 _ll _ll r_ _l _,
1.4 --
RUN SWEEP MACH q BEq'A
46 0 70 704 -.1
127 0 ,70 704 -.!
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Figure 16. Repeat runs.
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SYMBOLTLALOH ^ RI RO RA RT RUN SWEEP MACH Q BETA
-- D-- O0 O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0 46 0 .70 704 -.1
--_-- O0 O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0 127 0 .70 704 -.I
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Figure 16. Repeal runs.
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SYMBOL LT LA LO L] - R] RO RA RT RUN SWEEP
-- rq-- O0 O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0 46 0
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LO IA _ RI RO RA RT
O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0
O0 O000 L O0 O0 O0 00
t I Ill lili!
1.4 _-_-






RUN SWEEP MACH Q BETA
46 0 5;'0 704 -. I
127 0 .70 704 -. !
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LA LO LI_ RlRO RA RT RUN SWEEP MACH Q BETA
O0 O0 O0 L O0 O0 O0 O0 ,51 30 .80 697 -.I
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Figure 16. Repeat runs.
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SYMBOL LT LA LO IJ^ RI RO RA RT
--_-- oo oooooo L oooooo oo
--<>-- oo oooooo L oooooo oo






_ _ -1 l I 1, I I I ] I I I t
0.0 .10
RUN S'WEEP NIACH q BETA
5| 30 .BO 697 - I
229 30 .60 693 -,I
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Figure 16. Repeat runs.
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SYMBOL LT LA LO 13- RIRO RA RT RUN SWEEP UACH
--E)-- 00 00 0o 00 L O0 O0 00 00 51 30 .80
--0-- oo oo oo oo L 0000 O0 O0 g29 3O .80
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Figure 16. Repeat runs.
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SYMBOL LT LA LO LI_ Rl RO RA RT RUN SWEEP MACH Q
oo oooooo L O00000 O0 5i 3O .SO 697


























LT LA LO lJ - RI RO RA RT
O0 O0 1)4)DO L O0 O0 O0 DO












RUN SWEEP MACH Q BETA
_1 30 .BO 697 -.I
229 30 .BO 693 -. I
0.0
F
-.2 _lll fill llJl
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C m
Figure 16. Repeat runs.
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SYMBOL LT LA LO IJ _ RI RO RA RT RUN SWEEP
-- []-- O0 O0 O0 IX) L O0 O0 O0 04) 51 30
--0-- oo oo_ t oooooo _ zz9
1.6 _i_ i_I _ii _iil _i_ lii_
MACH Q BETA
._ 697 -.I
•80 693 -. I

















Figure 16. Repeat runs.
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SYMBOLTLALOU - Rt RO R+4RT RUN S_EEP MACH
_E]-- O0 0ooooo t oooooo oo 51 30 .so
--0-- oo oo oo oo L 000000 O0 229 30 .so
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Figure A-l(a). Rockwell and NASA Ames wings for sweep = 0 deg.
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SYMBOL TEST RUN SWEEP MACH Q BETA
__ []_ 100 48 0 30 240 -J
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CONFIGURATION TEST RUN SWEEP MACH Q BETA
Rockwell lO0 49 0 40 425 -.l
NASA Ames lOO |? 0 ,40 429 -.]
1o /_
SO0
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Figure A-l(a). Rockwell and NASA Ames wings for sweep = 0 deg.
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SYMBOL CONFIGURATION TEST
-- [7- Roc}(well ]00













RUN SWEEP MACH Q BETA
49 0 40 425 -.1
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-- [] -- Rockwell I00



















RUN SWEEP MACH Q BETA
• i24 o 50 _76 -.i
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Figure A-l(a). Rockwell and NASA Ames wings for sweep = 0 deg.
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SYMBOL CON_GURAT]ON TEST
-- F-I- Rockwell I00







RUN SWEEP MACH Q BETA
124 0 50 678 -.I
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Figure A-l(a). Rockwell and NASA Ames wings for sweep = 0 deg.
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SYMBOL CONFIGURATION TEST
-- [] -- Rockwell lO0










5 ID 15 20
ALPHA
RUN SWEEP MACH Q BETA
47 0 .60 601 -.l
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CD















TEST RUN SWEEP MACH Q BETA
i00 47 0 60 691 -,]
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Figure A-l(a). Rockwell and NASA Ames wings for sweep = 0 deg.
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SYMBOL CONFIGURATION TEST RUN SWEEP MACH Q BL'TA
Rockwell t O0 ! 25 0 .65 706 0.0
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-- [] -- Rockwell
-- _-- NASA Ames
| 6 _TT_lT rrrT _fl _,i, ,J,f HTI






--.08 --'06 --04 --'02
TEST RUN SWEEP MACH Q BETA
1 O0 ! 25 0 65 706 0.0







































-- <_- NASk Ames
TEST . .RUN SWEEP MACH Q BETA
IO0 126 0 68 700 O.O
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Figure A-l(a). Rockwell and NASA Ames wings for sweep = 0 deg.
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SYMBOL CONFIGURATION TEST RUN SWEEP MACH Q BETA
Rockwell t 00 126 0 .G8 700 0.0
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Figure A-l(a). Rockwell and NASA Ames wings for sweep = 0 deg.
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SYMBOL CONFIGURATION TEST RUN SWEEP MACH Q BETA
-- []- Rockwell IUO 46 0 .70 704 -,I
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-,08 -,00 --_ -.02
TEST RUN SWEEP {_ACH Q BETA
I00 46 0 .70 704 -.1
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CONF]CURAT]ON TEST RUN SWEEP MACE Q BETA
Rockwe]) I O0 128 0 72 704 -. 1
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Figure A-l(a). Rockwell and NASA Ames wings for sweep = 0 deg.
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SYMBOL CONFIGURATION
-- D -- Rockwell
























RUN SWEEP MACH Q BETA
|28 0 72 704 -. ]
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E
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SWEEP MACH Q BETA
0 .74 706 -. l
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Figure k-l(a). Rockwell and NASA Ames wings for sweep : 0 deg.
38t
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION TEST
-- 0 _ Rockwell 100




RUN SWEEP MACH Q BETA
129 0 .74 706 -.1
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Figure A-l(a). Rockwell and NASA Ames wings for sweep = 0 deg.
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SY]_BOL CONFIGURATION TEST
-- []- Rockwell IO0












0 ,5, I0 15 20
ALPHA
RUN SWEEP MACH Q BETA
130 0 .76 702 - l
108 0 .75 693 -.1
10
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SYMBOL CONF]GURAT]ON TEST RUN
Rock w ell l OO 130
NASA Ames i00 108
,,-1
SWEEP MACH Q BETA
0 .76 7U2 -, ]
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CONFIGURATION TEST RUN SWEEP MACH Q BETA
Rockwell 100 131 0 78 708 -,|
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Figure A-](a). Rockwe]] and NASA Ames wings for sweep = 0 deg.
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SYMBOLCONF]CURAT]ON TEST RUN SWEEP MACH Q BETA
Rockwell ]80 !3] 0 78 708 -,1
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-- [] -- Rockwell lO0
-- _-- NASA Ames 79
,.. L_ _ m
.8 --' / 7f __
,4
2 _F ......
__ T_i_,.... 2_! ,,I .... -- ............
0 5 IO lb 20
ALPHA
RUN SWEEP MACH Q BETA
4,5 0 .80 696 -. l
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Figure A-l(a). Rockwell and NASA Ames wings for sweep = 0 deg.
t_
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION
-- O -- Rockwel)
-- <_-- NASA Ames
TEST RUN SWEEP MACH Q BETA
180 45 0 .80 696 -,1
79 9 0 .80 70_ -.2
.02 04 .Oe OB
C)
,,..n
].6 =rr'r TT_TT_F_ T_Tr ¢,_¢I,,,,I.,,,I .... I....
14
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0 5 lO 15 _0
ALPHA
RUN SWEEP MACH Q BETA
53 30 60 70_ -. 1
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RUN SWEEP MACH Q BETA
53 30 .60 702 -. ]
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Figure A-l(b). Rockwell and NASA Ames wings for sweep = 30 deg.
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SYMBOLCONFIGURATION TEST
-- D _ Rockwe|} 100
_- NASA Ames I00
.4 .....
-5 0 5 I0 15
ALPHA
RUN SWEEP MACH Q BETA
52 30 .70 699 -. l
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Figure A-l(b). Rockwell and NASA Ames wings for sweep = 30 deg.
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SYMBOL CONFIGURATION TEST












-_ -.OB -.04 -02 0_0 _02 ._ .0_ .08
C1
RUN SWEEP MACH Q BETA
52 30 70 699 -. I
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Figure A-l(b). Rockwell and NASA Ames wings for sweep = 30 deg.
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SYMBOL CONHGURATION TEST RUN SWEEP MACH Q BETA
Rockwell 100 5_ 30 .80 697 -, I
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Figure a-l(b). Rockwell and NASA Ames wings for sweep = 30 deg.
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SYMBOL CONFIGURATION TEST
[3 -- Rockwell lO0
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Figure A-l(b)i Rockwell and NASA Ames wings for sweep = 30 deg.
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SYMBOLCONHGURAT]ON TEST
-- D -- Rockwell 100
NASA Ames 78
RUN SWEEP MACH Q BETA
50 30 ,90 688 -l
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Figure A-l(b). Rockwell and NASA Ames wings for sweep = 30 deg.
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SYMBOL CONFIGURATION TEST
-- D- Rock.ell 100




RUN SWEEP MACH O BETA
50 30 90 698 -. t
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Figure a-l(c). Rockwell and NASA Ames wings for sweep = 45 deg.
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Figure A-l(c). Rockwell and NASA Ames wings for sweep = 45 deg.
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Figure A-I(c). Rockwell and NASA Ames wings for sweep = 45 deg.
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Figure A-I(e). Rockwell and NASA Ames wings for sweep = 45 deg.
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Figure A-l(c). Rockwell and NASA Ames wings for sweep = 45 deg.
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Figure A-l(d). Rockwell and NASA Ames wings for sweep : 60 deg.
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Figure A-l(d). Rockwell and NASA Ames wings for sweep = 60 deg.
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Figure A-l(d). Rockwell and NASA Ames wings for sweep = 60 deg.
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Figure A-l(d). Rockwell and NASA Ames wings for sweep = 60 deg.
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Figure A-l(e). Rockwell and NASA Ames wings for sweep : 65 deg.
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Figure A-l(e). Rockwell and NASA Ames wings for sweep : 65 deg.
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Figure A-l(e). Rockwell and NASA Ames wings for sweep = 65 deg.
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Figure A-l(e). Rockwell and NASA Ames wings for sweep = 65 deg.
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Figure A-l(e). Rockwell and NASA Ames wings for sweep = 65 deg.
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